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Setting the context –
SCDF to trail-blaze
industrial infrastructure
The MSME sector is the backbone of the Indian industrial economy, and
industrial infrastructure serves as the very spine of the 6,500 odd MSME
clusters spread across the sub-continent. Unfortunately, the scope for
infrastructure development to meet the needs of the 6.3 Crore MSMEs in
the country suffers from several constraints.
Notably, constraints in terms of resources and capacities abound in the related state level
ecosystem which stymies investment in, and implementation of infrastructure projects in
clusters. In this setting, the International Finance Corporation (IFC) Report “Financing India’s
MSMEs’2018” which talks about the financial (debt/equity) needs of MSMEs and related
recommendations to fulfil related gaps, also highlights the requirement for better infrastructure
for supporting MSME activities. As a matter of fact, the infrastructure in states for benefit of
MSMEs need either establishment or upgrading. However, these suffer from want of financial
support.
Notably in this circumstance the report of the expert committee on Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises headed by Shri U.K. Sinha recommended the “Use of Priority Sector Shortfall
(PSS) funds to create a low-cost lending window for State Governments for dedicated
industrial and physical basic infrastructure projects in clusters, civil works for rehabilitation of
existing industrial estates and setting up of new industrial estates. Inspired by a vision to trailblaze development of the industrial sector in India, SIDBI has helped evolve a SIDBI Cluster
Fund for development of infrastructure in clusters. This fund is expected to act as the primary
financial enabler for industrial transformation. Accordingly, the Reserve Bank of India has
allocated funds to SIDBI for Cluster Development in States. Eligible projects under this SIDBI
Cluster Development Fund (SCDF) scheme includes infrastructure projects in MSME clusters.
The components eligible for funding include both equipment as well as civil works. Hence,
physical as well as technical infrastructural projects may be supported. The major sectors
include industrial and agri-allied sectors in the MSME space, social sectors in and around
MSME clusters.
The support will be offered by SIDBI to state governments as an interest-bearing loan
package, who may in turn, offer the same to specific projects in a state. The loan should be
repaid by the state governments in equal instalments within 7 years and includes a
moratorium period of 2 years and 11 months. Moreover, the loan will be secured by an
irrevocable letter of authority/mandate registered with the RBI/scheduled commercial banks,
Time Promissory Note, and provision of unconditional state guarantee. The SCDF has been
conceived and will be implemented incorporating good practices related to redressing
constraints in industrial infrastructural projects and cluster development. Some of the typical
constraints at the state level include limited access to expertise in structuring and conceiving
industrial infrastructure projects, evolving apt implementation/SPV structures, professional
appraisal systems, as well as efficient project implementation services. The overarching
constraint is one of fiscal resources. In fact, fiscal resource constraints in many states are so
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severe that such states cannot even bring in the smaller or matching contribution statutorily
required to leverage on the numerous on going related Central Government Schemes.
In this context, implementation of SCDF will involve careful consideration of all aspects of
project conception, business plan preparation, approval at various levels, sanction of
assistance, disbursement of support and project implementation management. With regard to
project conception, for instance, pre-marketing of projects will be facilitated. Fiscal assistance
may be typically offered to projects on reimbursement basis except for mobilisation advance
over the phase of implementation than as a cash-flow straining back-ended subsidy. Ensuring
appropriate pre-marketing of projects is important, and in cases where PPP projects are
largely private sector led, it will be ensured that all private sector enterprise beneficiary
stakeholders contribute towards necessary equity. Along similar lines, in the case of state
government led projects, LOIs/EOIs will be complemented by adequate instruments, to
ensure commitment and effective participation of private sector beneficiaries. Also, with
regard to project conception, and deployment of resources the SCDF will both supplement as
well as complement cluster industrial infrastructure schemes of the Government of India
(GoI). It will complement GoI schemes by being deployable as part of state government’s
necessary/compulsory contribution to lever such projects. Also, it may be used to conceive
and implement similar but exclusive state specific schemes. For example, the MSE-CDP
scheme of the MoMSME has and is being implemented as smaller state level cluster
development programmes in many states with regard to business plan preparation, the quality
of business plans can be improved. The need of the hour is for professionally conceived
business plans, with appropriate pegging of investment required, operating expenditure and
income estimates, and propelled by well-structured SPVs or Project Implementing platforms.
The funding requirements under SCDF emerging from the 11 SIDBI – PMU states, upon
consultation by the PMU team, Grant Thornton Bharat LLP, are rather typical. Essentially,
state governments require SCDF support to mobilise the large term loan component in
industrial infrastructure projects, exclusively falling under the purview of state governments in
toto, and also as a source of funds to offer as state government contribution in related Central
Government schemes. The projects range from establishment of new industrial parks,
upgrading existing ones, establish common facilities, develop utility infrastructure related to
water supply, power & energy etc. It is expected that the SCDF will serve as a game changer
in the industrial infrastructure development initiatives of state governments and help the
MSME sector contribute its might towards India realising its vision turning into an economic
powerhouse of a USD 5 Trillion Dollar economy by 2024-25.
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Envisioning Benchmarked
clusters
Industrial Growth through small
business has been driven through
clusters for textiles, engineering,
auto components, pharma, food
processing, etc.
In order to gain competitive advantage, Indian MSME Clusters need to link up with regional,
national and global value chains while fully exploiting the policies of Make in India, Digital
India and AatmaNirbharBharat. U K Sinha committee recommended “Use of Priority Sector
Shortfall (PSS) funds to create a low-cost lending window for State Governments for
infrastructure projects in clusters. SIDBI has setup , Cluster Development Fund, with support
of RBI to enhance infrastructure development of both greenfield (induced clusters) and
brownfield clusters. Thrust shall be laid on interventions like Design Centres, Convention
Centres, common facility centres which can directly benefit the MSMEs. This strategy would
yield dividends with hard infrastructure weaved into decades of experience in moulding soft
infrastructure of capacity building, skilling, technology, marketing, credit linkages, environment
and social governance. Prioritising engagements in micro/mini/artisanal clusters has
commenced in order to bring them to a level ‘NEXT’ wherein they emerge vibrant, higher on
the value chain and sustainable.
SIDBI shall complement these with its customised direct lending products being channelised
in the supported clusters; setting an example for other institutions to adopt and replicate. We
shall be open to support innovations and crowd sourced ideas at the sector/subsector and
aspirational districts’ level through viability gap funding and supplement these with our digital
offerings catering to enterprise development cycle and our credit plus offerings.
Benchmarking Indian clusters at a global level is our vision. We will walk with our
stakeholders to realise it, together.

Sivasubramanian Ramann
Chairman & Managing Director, SIDBI
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What Experts Have To
Say..
Dedicated Project Management
Unit to complement industrial
infrastructure initiatives

There are various central govt. schemes facilitating the evolution of industrial infrastructure by
way of both physical as well as technical infrastructure. Such infrastructure typically require to
be implemented through a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) or by departments/bodies of the
State Government. Assistance offered by way of grant-in-aid to establish or upgrade sector
specific parks under such schemes is significant, and even to the extent of between 40 to 75
percent of project cost to a maximum of even INR 75 Crore. These schemes have very
specific requirement and high-quality proposals need to be submitted in a time bound
manner. Further, penalties are imposed on project which are not implemented as per
schedule. Typically, State Government agencies have limited expertise in compiling and
implementing such projects requiring a twinning of government of India schemes. Many states
therefore struggle to leverage benefits under numerous schemes of the government of India.
The approval of a proposal under GoI Schemes critically depends on the quality of the
business plan/Detailed Project Report, as well as on support documentation against
necessary compliances as per specific scheme guidelines A few more proactive State
Governments like Punjab, Odisha and Uttarakhand, amongst others, have realised the need
for professional services in leveraging assistance available under Government of India
Schemes related to industrial infrastructure and cluster development.. Such states have
engaged a dedicated Project Management Unit (PMU) for developing projects, twinning with
Central Government options, as well as guiding project implementation. Such a PMU typically
comprises of a multi-disciplinary team with expertise in different aspects such as cluster
development and conduct of diagnostic/gap studies, PPP project structure, business plan
preparation and in project implementation services.
A few illustrations of such PMU’s will be in order. The State Government of Punjab, through
its nodal agency Punjab Small Industries and Export Corporation (PSIEC) has, for instance,
engaged Grant Thornton Bharat LLP for leveraging Central Government schemes for
industrial infrastructure and cluster development in the State of Punjab. As part of this
assignment GT has assisted the State Government receive sanction for more than 20
projects encompassing a Textile Park, Mega Food Park, Cycle Valley project under the
Modified Industrial Upgradation Scheme and various projects under the Integrated
Infrastructure Development scheme and the Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional
Industries (SFURTI) of the Ministry of MSME, Government of India. The total project cost and
investment outlay in these projects is more than INR 450 Crore, and assistance leveraged
from GoI is INR 240 Crore. The PMU has also built the capacities and capabilities of line
departments over a four-year period of providing related services.
Along similar vein, the Odisha Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation (IDCO) had
also engaged Grant Thornton Bharat LLP as Project Management Unit to monitor the
progress of ongoing projects under several schemes of the Government of India. In this
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context the PMU focused on monitoring of projects for smooth implementation. The PMU
monitored more than 10 large projects under various GoI schemes. These projects include a
sea food park, plastic park, aluminium park, Electronic Manufacturing Cluster etc. The
cumulative value of project cost is more than INR 750 Crore. Apart from this, the PMU is also
developing projects for upgradation of 20 existing industrial estates under MSE-CDP involving
GoI assistance of more than INR 100 Crore. Apart from these, PMU also supported the line
department in strengthening its bid process management practices and has successfully
supported IDCO in preparation of more than 60 RFPs/EoIs. It also supports the line
department in financial - economic viability analysis of various projects, and also supports in
relevant policy advocacy.
Furthermore, Grant Thornton Bharat has also been supporting the State Industrial
Development Corporation of Uttarakhand. The PMU here assisted the State Government in
implementing projects under the Plastic Park scheme, Modified Industrial Infrastructure
Upgradation Scheme and the Electronic Manufacturing Cluster Scheme. A total of 4 projects
were developed by the PMU team and the cumulative outlay of these projects is INR 300
crore, involving assistance by way of grant of INR 150 crore. Apart from creating hard
infrastructure, the PMU was also responsible for capacity building and training of the State
officials directly involved in cluster development activities.
The contribution of these infrastructure projects may be viewed in terms of strengthening the
competitiveness of core MSME firms operating in specific regions. In this contextual setting,
while some states have been leveraging the support of a PMU. These include Haryana,
Punjab, Uttarakhand, Odisha, Madhya Pradesh leveraging funds for more than 50 industrial
projects.
As indicated, there are many constraints experienced by states while evolving and
implementing such infrastructure projects. This argues for a state level PMU to act as
facilitator and catalyst, as is evident from the successful experience of states like Haryana
and Punjab. Such a PMU has substantially enhanced the pace of implementation, and
desired outputs and outcomes, in such projects.
The SCDF has the potential to make the ecosystem more competitive. It also augments the
fiscal resources of state governments, as the Governments struggle to invest amount for
setting up of new/upgradation of existing industrial estates/parks/utility. The SCDF could be
leveraged for both technical as well as physical infrastructure provision for the MSME sector,
and support may be offered by way of grant-in-aid on investment, interest subsidy, term loan
or as necessary equity in such projects. The Indian MSME sector will soon realise its potential
and attain prominent stature in related global value chains

Kunal Sood
Partner, Grant Thornton Bharat LLP
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Making “Make in India” feasible for
MSMEs in clusters through common
facilities
Competitive MSMEs in the country are largely agglomerated as clusters. A critical limitation in
these enterprise agglomerations include gaps by way of related and supporting enterprises or
institutions, in many cases, this calls for establishment of necessary “technical infrastructure”.
For core firms in a cluster, such infrastructure could be viewed in terms of forward or
backward integrating facilities, primary processing facilities of inputs, value-adding facilities, or
supporting facilities like testing labs, tool rooms, design studios and skill development training
centres.
In order to ensure effective conception and implementation of such facilities, the central as
well as many state governments have launched several schemes, notably, the Micro and
Small Enterprise Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP), and the Scheme of Fund for
Regeneration of Traditional Industries (SFURTI). Such schemes under the aegis of the
Ministry of MSME warrant the establishment of a private sector led SPV to conceive and
implement related joint-action projects as to ensure their pre-marketed and sustainability
orientation. Assistance offered by way of grant in aid to establish related Common Facility
Centres (CFCs) under such flag-ship schemes is significant, and even to the extent of
between 70-90 per cent of project cost. Projects vary from an investment size of INR 2.50
crore in small clusters, to up to even INR 20 Crore or more in larger ones. As a matter of fact,
many clusters have even survived and sustainably grown through the establishment of such
common facilities. For instance, the printing cluster of Krishnagiri in Tamil Nadu, was virtually
on a rapid state of decline prior to establishment of INR 10 crore common facility comprising a
capital intensive 4-colour printing press and quality finishing equipment. Household, as well
as micro sized cluster firms in Krishnagiri, today, are even outperforming larger firms in more
developed neighbouring clusters like Bangalore and Chennai. This intervention contributed
towards balanced regional economic growth, concomitantly protecting and providing jobs in
that region.
The contribution of these common facilities may be viewed in terms of strengthening the
competitiveness of core MSME firms in a cluster. For example, cluster firms in the textiles
cluster of Malegaon, in Maharashtra, have established forward integrating Ready-for-Dyeing
and testing facilities. The cluster firms at Shirpur, also in Maharashtra, have established a
backward integrating yarn spinning and supporting testing facilities. Along similar vein, the
garment cluster of Nagpur in the Vidarbha region of the same state, today, enjoys a large
training facility as well as value-adding quality embroidery and even quality finishing facilities.
In Nagpur, these facilities basically ensured that the latter activities hitherto undertaken in
distant locations outside the cluster, were competitively localised. In the food processing
sector, the sea-food processing cluster of Kochi, Kerala, along with the cereals and pulses
cluster of Madurai, Tamil Nadu have been a model of sorts in terms of implementing CFC
projects on PPP mode. The cluster at Kochi has established European Union (EU) norms
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compliant pre-peeling sheds and testing laboratory, and the Madurai cluster has established a
large INR60 crore basket of common facilities comprising warehouses, cold stores, milling,
packaging and market-yard facilities. The rice mill cluster of Kalady, in Kerala, has
established a refinery for rice bran oil. Emulating these successful models, the pulses cluster
of Nagpur has subsequently established pre-milling and post-milling as well as solar drier
facilities to penetrate premium-market segments. In the case of the engineering and
fabrication sector, the engineering cluster at Salem has established stainless steel processing
and quality component developing laser cutting machines and deep draw presses. This
project has enabled cluster firms to graduate from low value yielding mild steel products to
stainless steel products.
In this background, some states have been leading the drive towards establishment of
common facilities in clusters. These include Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu with facilities
operationalised in over 50 clusters. States like Haryana, West Bengal and Kerala have been
rapidly catching-up with such lead states, while others are picking-up, albeit slowly. There are
many constraints experienced by states while evolving and implementing CFC projects in
clusters. These constraints are in terms of capacities to evolve networks/Special Purpose
Vehicles (SPVs) to implement such projects, conducting quality cluster diagnostics and
identifying critical technical infrastructure gaps, drafting a viable business plan, as well as
providing project implementation services. To elaborate, sometimes, projects are ill
conceived, and components require changes after sanction or during the course of
implementation. At times, ill-structured SPVs suffer from internal disputes. Further, illconceived projects also often lead to delayed implementation with cost escalations, and often
projects which are expected to be implemented in 12-18 months take up to even 5 years for
implementation. This argues for a state level PMU to act as facilitator, as is evident from the
successful experience of states like Haryana. Such a PMU has substantially enhanced the
pace of implementation, and desired outputs and outcomes, which otherwise suffers from
gestation lag of several years.
The SCDF has the potential to address constraints in the ecosystem, and importantly,
contribute towards augmenting the fiscal resources of state governments in this context.
Some central government schemes for common facilities mandatorily require contribution
from the concerned state government. The MSE-CDP is a very apt example. Further, several
state governments who have launched, or are launching similar schemes at the state level
suffer from want of resources. The SCDF could be leveraged in both cases and strategic
support may be offered by way of grant-in-aid, subsidy, term loan or necessary equity in such
projects. In a larger perspective, while there are 6500 odd industrial and artisan clusters in the
country, barely about 500 of them have, till date, been benefited by common facilities,
supported even under flagship schemes such as the MSE-CDP and SFURTI. The potential of
the SCDF to contribute towards upscaling the interventions by way of such facilities is
immense and will be a game changer in the state level MSME ecosystem.

Prof. V. Padmanand
Partner, Grant Thornton Bharat LLP
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MSME Value Chain Development
through Cluster Frameworks –
Textiles
Textiles is one sector which has many MSMEs operating across the value chain, particularly
in fabric making, dyeing, printing, stitching (readymade garments - RMG), and also retail
(through small shops). Considering the fragmentation of the fabric and RMG segments, there
have been challenges faced by the MSMEs in enhancing value addition, diversifying product
mix, and overall efficiencies.
Despite these challenges, these MSMEs play a critical role in the textile value chain of India,
and their success impacts the competitiveness of India as a textile manufacturing destination.
Most of the MSMEs operate in clusters which specialize in a particular segment of the value
chain or a particular product profile. Hence, we have cotton fabric producers in Ichalkaranji
(Maharashtra), while Tirupur is known for knitted cotton garments and has the entire value
chain, as against Ludhiana which is famous for synthetic knitwear. Kolkata specializes in
kidswear garments, but has limited fabric capacity Surat focuses on synthetic fabric weaving
and dyeing/printing/processing, but with negligible capacity for readymade garments. Many of
these clusters are interdependent and goods move across clusters and states for the next
stage of value addition, which results in increased lead times and costs. Majority of the units
in fabric and readymade garment segment are MSMEs and are an integral part of these
clusters. Thus, it is very crucial to ensure strengthening of the value chain to enable robust
value chain models and redressal in efficiencies of the MSMEs for furthering India’s role in the
global market.
Subsequent to the dismantling of the Multi-Fibre Agreement that governed international textile
trade, in 2005, these MSMEs, while having opportunity to access larger markets, were also
faced with competition from other Asian economies. In this backdrop, the problems of lack of
scale, lack of diversity in product mix, quality problems, and increasing cost of power, labour,
environmental compliances, etc, became more prominent. While increase in economies of
scale is most desired, the efficient way is to encourage agglomeration of capacities across
MSMEs for quicker results and also protect the other inherent strengths of MSMEs like lower
overheads. Therefore, there is a need for creating clusters of MSMEs where they can get
together and jointly invest in an ecosystem which promotes scale and speed. Along with this,
investment in value addition aspects like design centres, skill development, and common
facilities like processing, etc, enable the MSMEs to improve their product portfolio and meet
the market requirements. Some examples are the Palladam Hitech Weaving Park near
Tirupur in Tamil Nadu (80 enterprises), Gujarat Eco Textile Park at Surat in Gujarat (33
enterprises), Jaipur Bloc for hand block printing in Rajasthan (20 enterprises). All these are
greenfield clusters where units in one or two segments come together and share investment
in common infrastructure and facilities like effluent treatment plant, water supply, skill
development centre, etc. Thus, here a missing element in the value chain of a single
enterprise is plugged through a cluster.
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The above is with respect to horizontal clustering where activities in one or two segments are
scaled through enterprises operating in the same segment. In case of value chain clusters,
vertical integration happens wherein various segments of the value chain operate in a single
greenfield cluster, which leads to formation of an integrated textile park. E.g., Brandix India
Apparel City, at Vizag (14 enterprises), Lotus Integrated Textile Park in Punjab (10
enterprises), are clusters where multiple activities are in one location which reduces the lead
time and logistics costs. In these clusters, apart from common facility benefits of effluent
treatment plant, water & power supply, etc, vertical integration supports the competitiveness
of the cluster.
All the above examples are of greenfield clusters supported under the Textiles Ministry’s
Scheme for Integrated Textile Parks, which provides capital support of upto INR 40 crores.
Thus, MSMEs in the textiles sector have benefited significantly through clustering, and
therefore many such projects have come up.
Apart from the greenfield clusters as above, several brownfield initiatives for MSMEs are
possible. One of the key challenges for textiles is the effluent problem, the solution for which
is expensive, more so for the MSMEs. Given their legacy and location issues, investment in
capex intensive projects is difficult. In this backdrop, the Government of India’s Integrated
Processing Development Scheme has supported brownfield cluster development through
implementing CETPs with full regulatory compliances, otherwise out of bounds for a single
MSME. The grant is upto INR 75 crores from Central Government and upto INR 37.50 crores
from the State Government. Sanganer Cluster in Rajasthan is an example where more than
775 units, majority of them MSMEs, have come together for upgradation of their CETP.
A common underlying theme of above clusters is the viability gap funding from the
Government. This is most critical, and the Governments need to be thanked for such
schemes which have enabled the industry to come forward and take advantage of modern
facilities and achieve global standards of compliances. The returns for the Government are
huge, through sustenance of the existing industry, encouraging fresh investments, and
creating new jobs.
Going forward, the textile sector holds promise for India, not just for exports, but also the
domestic market through product segments like manmade fibres (changing fibre mix), fashion
garments, active wear, etc. These opportunities can be leveraged by the MSMEs by coming
together in the form of clusters, either greenfield or brownfield, and move up the value chain.
To become a competitive supplier, India needs to collapse the supply chain and clustering is
the right way forward.

RCM Reddy
Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer
SchoolNet India Limited
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Importance of Infrastructure gap
funding and how it can be attended
in cluster
All overachiever (high performer) clusters clearly demonstrate a sound eco system. The eco
system includes (a) availability of desired business development services (BDSs) by
appropriate number of BDS providers (BDSPs) at affordable prices (promoted through soft
intervention), (b) presence of appropriate functioning infrastructure (promoted through hard
intervention) and (c) vibrant association of principal firms (promoted through soft intervention)
who can constantly address the eco system challenges to smoothen the growth path of the
cluster.
Appropriate infrastructure includes (a) strategic or cluster related infrastructures and (b)
generic or cluster supportive infrastructure. Strategic infrastructure includes (a) common
facility center (CFC) which does a part of the production related value chain activity of the
product and manages its existence through service charges (e.g., training facility or R&D
facility or accreditation facility or services facility, etc.) and/or through creating by products
(e.g., cashew nut shell liquid (CNSL) producing facility in a cashew processing cluster). These
are mostly suitable for brownfield (existing and evolved) clusters (b) common production
center (CPC) which does the entire value chain activity of the product and produces as well
as sells the product of the cluster. These are mostly suitable for greenfield (evolving or at a
very nascent stage) clusters. At times there can be a mix of a CFC and CPC, when the CFC
is used for certain services and the CPC is used for producing a variant of the product which
is not generally produced in the cluster.
Generic infrastructure includes (a) basic and (b) high-tech infrastructure. Basic infrastructure
includes road, rail, basic telecom, water, housing, electricity and health related infrastructure.
These are mostly absent in greenfield or nascent clusters. High-tech infrastructure includes
industrial parks, high speed internet, industrial township, etc., which are mostly desired in
brownfield clusters.
The propensity of demand for infrastructure support is based on (a) legal requirements, (b)
significant savings in production cost or (c) criticality of operation due to technological
changes and (d) the degree of trust in the cluster which is embodied in the vibrancy of the
cluster level industry association of the cluster. The low hanging fruits for an infrastructure
promoting project is to identify brownfield clusters which have (a) legal necessity or (b) has
significant savings scope or (c) has critical technological need or (d) has critical need of hightech infrastructure and has (e) a vibrant cluster level industry association.

Dr Tamal Sarkar
D. Phil, Economics of Cluster Development
Executive Director, Foundation for MSME Clusters
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Introduction
Report Summary
To support the State Government sponsored organisations to
create infrastructure towards the development of MSME
clusters, and pursuant to the recommendation made by U.K.
Sinha committee as accepted by GoI, RBI has formulated
broad terms and conditions for setting up of a Cluster
Development Fund (CDF) by SIDBI. This report presents
Cluster Development opportunities in the PMU States, in the
light of the SIDBI Cluster Development Fund.

Need for SCDF
Access to resources for the development of infrastructure has always been a critical barrier in
the growth of MSMEs in the country. Development of industrial infrastructure such as
industrial parks, common facilities, related social infrastructure, roads and logistics
infrastructure etc. are essential to stimulate economic growth and improve the
competitiveness of the MSME sector. Infrastructure development in terms of physical
infrastructure Industrial Parks & estates, as well as technical infrastructure (equipment
deployed in common facilities) are necessary pre-conditions for the MSME sector and cluster
development. In view of the limited capacities for private investment as well as the investment
made by the state govt. in industrial & cluster development as per govt. priorities, SCDF is
best suited to supplement the efforts of the State Governments in this direction.
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Methodology
This section represents the methodology adopted in compiling this
study report. This section discusses the process and the methodology
adopted in this initiative. In addition to this, the section describes the
data collection strategy.
SIDBI offered an innovative solution to address the long pending demand from the MSME
clusters and State Governments to bridge the resources gap through funding in relation to
infrastructure financing. SIDBI – GT PMU was assigned the responsibility to undertake this
study. The team carried out the study adopting a mix of primary surveys (telephonic and face
to face consultation), FGD and secondary surveys to compile the relevant information. A
template was designed in order to ensure the symmetry of the information compiled. The
information was collected from various sources, viz. Department of Industries, Finance
Department, project execution agencies at the field level, industrial & infrastructure
development corporations, office bearers of Industry association(s), etc. The team also strived
to counter check the data collated from the various sources. The collated data was then
analysed.
Based on the related analysis, this report was compiled. The report considers the potential
cases available with the State Governments (10 States where SIDBI – GT PMUs are placed),
their categorization based on the various parameters, major constraints in regard to the
effective implementation of the Cluster Development Programme at the state level.
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1.1. Analysis of Projects Proposed:
Basically, 16 indicative project proposals across 10 states have been proposed wherein
cumulative funding requirement is around Rs. 2207.75 Cr.
Key features of the project proposals are present below:
1.1.1. Location
Fig 1: Project location for 16 projects proposed across 10 states
Number of Projects
Urban (not in Industrial Estate)
Specific Industrial estate
Rural
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Out of the 16 projects, 12 are already present in specific Industrial estate
(greenfield/brownfield), 3 are present in rural areas owing to being traditional in nature and 1
of them in urban area which are outside the Industrial estate.
Percentage contribution of state in the total project cost:

Fig – 2: Percentage Contribution by State in the total project cost
Number of Projects
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In Kind
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In majority of the projects, the state government contribution in the total project cost is above
20%, few states offer in kind support (which may include land, incentives etc.).
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1.1.2. Percentage contribution of SPV in the total project cost
Fig 3: Percentage contribution by SPV in the total project cost
Number of Projects
20% above
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The trend across majority of the projects indicate that the SPV contribution is usually capped
at 10% of the project cost. In some of the projects, especially Industrial Infrastructure projects
like water pipeline project to supply water to Industrial hubs from reservoirs, the typical
contribution of SPV is around 25% of the project cost.
1.1.3. Spread of number of beneficiaries across 16 proposed projects
Number of Projects
Upto 50
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100-200
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In about 50% of the projects, the number of beneficiary units are in excess of 200.
1.1.4. Government of India funding in the projects
Number of Projects
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Max no. of the projects involve 10 to 20 Cr of GOI funding. 20% of the projects enjoy
above 50 Cr GoI Grant.
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1.1.5. Nature of Infrastructure
Number of Projects
Support Infra/Testing Facility & Social…
Support Infra/Testing Facility
Support Infra/Testing Facility/Training…
CFC & Social Sector Infra
Support Infra/Testing Facility and Roads
Support Infra/Testing Facility & CFC
CFC
Social Sector Infra
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Max no. of the projects have CFC related interventions.

1.1.6. Summary Tabulation of funding requirement under SCDF
The table following summarizes fund requirement of the indicative project proposals under
SCDF. There are 16 indicative project proposals from 10 PMU States. Total initial fund
requirement for these 16-project proposals is about Rs. 2207.75 Cr with total project outlay of
Rs.4915.15 Cr. The State Governments largely require this fund to mobilize the term loan
component and partly for state government contribution for cluster infrastructure projects. The
number of related projects which may be generated per annum in PMU States land indicative
estimates are also specified in the tabulation following.

SL.
No

State

Indicative Project

Requirement
under SCDF
(in Cr.)

Total
Project
Cost
(in Cr.)

Indicative
Total
number
of such
projects
per
annum

01

Andhra
Pradesh

External Water Supply
Scheme to Mega Industry
Park Kopparthy

317.79 (term
loan
component
75% of cost)

423.72

-

02

Andhra
Pradesh

External Water Supply
Scheme to Mega Industry
Hub Orvakal

478.51 (term
loan
component of
75% of project
cost)

638.02

-
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03

Assam

Incense Stick Making
Cluster, Kakopathar

0.35 (State
Govt.
Contribution of
10% of PC)

3.52

Likely 5
such
projects
per
annum
requiring
1.75 Cr

04

Delhi

Badli Engineering Cluster,
New Delhi

4.00 (State
20% of project
cost)

20.00

Likely 2
such
Pojects
per
annum
requiring
8 Cr.

05

Haryana

Ayurveda Cluster, Karnal

2.53 (State
Govt.
Contribution of
16.97% of
project cost)

14.93

-

06

Haryana

International Horticulture
Market, Sonipat

800.00 (State
Govt.
Contribution of
33.33% of
project cost)

2400.00

-

07

Haryana

Signage Cluster, Karnal

4.5 (State
Govt.
Contribution of
26.7% of
project cost)

16.80

-

08

Karnataka

Spices Manufacturing
Cluster, Gadag

1.50 (State
Govt.
Contribution of
10% of project
cost)

14.97

-

09

Karnataka

Jagari Processing Cluster,
Balagayi

1.05 (State
Govt.
Contribution of
10% of project
cost)

10.54

-

10

Maharashtra

Ahmednagar Auto and
Engineering Cluster,
Ahmednagar

5.00 (Term
loan
component of
100% project
escalation
cost)

5.00

-
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11

Rajasthan

Gota Jari Cluster, Ajmer

0.50 (Term
loan
component for
project
escalation
cost)

0.50

-

12

Tamil Nadu

Textile Printing Cluster,
Tirupur

1.00 (State
Govt.
Contribution of
6.82% of
project cost)

14.67

-

13

Uttar
Pradesh

Mega Leather Park,
Kanpur

400 ((State
Govt.
Contribution of
47% of project
cost)

850.00

Likely 1
project
per
annum
requiring
50 Cr.

14

Uttarakhand

Electronics Manufacturing
Cluster, Kashipur

58.64 (Term
loan
component of
50% of the
project cost)

117.28

-

15

Uttarakhand

Medical Devices Park,
Haridwar

100.00 (Term
loan
component of
33% of the
project cost)

300.00

-

16

Uttarakhand

Sitarganj Plastic Park,
Udham Singh Nagar

32.38 (Term
loan
component of
38% of the
project cost)

85.20

-

Total

2207.75

1.2. Readiness for implementation of Infrastructure Projects in
Clusters in India
The concept of Clusters can be traced back to the pioneering work of the economist Alfred
Marshall. In his Principles of Economics (1890), he described the phenomenon as “the
concentration of specialized industries in particular localities”. He noted that agglomerations
of small-scale specialized industries enjoyed economies of scale over large firms. In India,
there is a natural phenomenon of Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) producing a
range of similar or same products co-existing in typical geographical locations for decades
and even for centuries. India has more than 6,500 industrial, handloom, handicraft, and microenterprise clusters. These clusters represent the socio-economic heritage of the country
where some of the towns or contiguous group of villages known for a specific product, or a
range of complementary products have been in existence for decades and even centuries.
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A cluster is essentially geographical concentration of micro, small, medium firms producing
same or a similar range of products (goods or services). Principal or core firms in a cluster
face same or similar set of threats (e.g., product/technology obsolescence or lack of market
connect) and opportunities (e.g., increasing turnover through quality up-gradation or
introduction of new products, or increasing exports through targeted marketing etc.). The
principal firms obtain inputs from a range of supporting firms through backward and forward
linkages. These include raw material suppliers, machinery manufacturers, buyers, technical
and financial service providers, and various interest groups, such as product and umbrella
associations. Each of these entities are a part of the cluster and are referred to as cluster
stakeholders. The natural geographic spread of a cluster varies, and it often covers
village/few villages, a city or even a few blocks and their surrounding areas.
Common initiatives that individual units may not be able to afford or undertake could be
supported through a cluster development programme which provide added advantage to the
individual units to derive competitiveness through such provision of inputs. The cluster
stakeholders can establish a common facility centre or an industrial park or a common
effluent treatment plant as one of the many possible options on PPP mode. Several GoI and
State Government schemes encourage and support such initiatives.
It has been observed from successful CFC and common infrastructure projects in India that
implementation of cluster projects depends significantly on the capability of the stakeholders
to implement the project. Capability for implementation involves a few important aspects such
as strong cohesiveness among SPV members and promoters, clarity of project components,
availability of encumbrance free land, preparation of quality bankable detailed project
report/business plan, sanction received from GoI in case the project has been conceptualized
to avail financial benefits under any Scheme, necessary regulatory clearances from various
regulatory departments etc. In this context, a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) is an entity that
is formed to undertake a specific business purpose or activity in a cluster. SPVs typically have
representation of principal firms and other cluster stakeholders or final beneficiaries of a
cluster. The promoters of the SPV should have previous history of joint activities. Land is
required to develop cluster infrastructure. Encumbrance free contiguous land is very crucial
for successful implementation of projects.
There is high readiness for implementation twinning with the SCDF. Project profiles which are
presented here for SCDF are largely related to brownfield clusters but are Greenfield projects.
Greenfield projects are largely slated to establish common facility centres/industrial
infrastructure in different cluster areas in Haryana, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Assam, Tamil
Nadu, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, and Rajasthan. These technical and physical
infrastructure projects are contoured to enhance production capacity of the MSEs either
through improved technology, ensuring quality of the product, developed skilled manpower,
reducing cost, and make them competitive. The SCDF may be leveraged as gap funding of
the projects for infrastructure development/deployed as necessary State Government
contribution in related projects etc. Average project outlay is about 12-15Cr, and State
Government contribution is about 10 per cent of such project cost. The concerned State
Government department (IDC) is typically the State implementing agency and respective
SPVs implements such projects. Land has already been acquired for CFC projects in
Uttarakhand, Haryana, Maharashtra, Assam, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh.
Some projects such as the Plastic Park, Medical Devices Park, Electronics manufacturing
Park in Uttarakhand are some of the typically larger projects where total financial outlay would
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Chapter 2: SCDF
Guidelines

The guidelines of the SCDF may be viewed as follows:
Type of Projects
a) Infrastructure projects in MSME clusters (both greenfield and brownfield) including
machinery/equipment financing.
b) Civil works for rehabilitation of existing industrial estates and setting up of new industrial
estates.
Further, the financing under SCDF would also be undertaken for proposals falling under any of
the following three categories:
1. Industrial and Agri-allied sectors in the MSME space.
2. Social sectors in and around MSME clusters
3. Connectivity (Roads/Bridges) to MSME clusters
Indicative list of eligible activities is given in Annexure-1
1.1. Phasing/Period
Implementation of projects in phases may be permitted if need be. The period of phasing may
be decided on case-to-case basis.
1.2. Quantum of loan
Subject to the state-wise exposure limit, if any, the following will be the quantum of loan:
#

Activity Category

Chapter 2
SCDF Guidelines

Loan eligibility as % of eligible Project Cost

1

Industrial and Agri-allied sectors in the
MSME space

95%

2

Social sectors

85%

3

Connectivity (Roads/Bridges)

80%

1.3. Mode of funding
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Chapter 3: SCDF
Modalities
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4.1. Case Study No. 1
Strengthening a Cluster Operating in Global Value-chains
Stainless Steel utensils and cutlery are a critical segment of the MSME sector in the country.
The typical small-sized utensils units in clusters like Kundli in Haryana use basic power press,
deep draw presses, bowl cutters, spinning machines and busting machines, while larger firms
in some other clusters and regions have the resources and capabilities to invest in advanced
equipment. The cluster faced critical equipment and technology gaps with respect to
important value-chain activities. Units in the cluster were already experiencing competition
from better quality and more competitive units from China in some product categories. Also,
firms lack capability to produce a variety of value-added products with intricate design and
quality finish. The cluster comprises about 70 small firms and 150 component manufacturing
firms/fabrication units and has a total turnover of about INR. 800 crore. The related firms in
the region provide employment to about 8000 persons.
Cluster units confronted unfavourable circumstances in terms of circle cutting process. In fact,
circle cutting was often outsourced to units in the NCR, thus affecting quality (dimensioning)
and increasing lead time. Further, cluster firms did not have facility for impact bonding even
while there was considerable demand for penetrating Indian markets with related products.
Also, cluster units had to largely avail the services of manually operated polishing equipment.
As a matter of fact, while a couple of larger units in the region possess some semi-automatic
polishing equipment, such equipment is largely for captive use. Therefore, much of quality
polishing work is carried out on job-work basis in the NCR involving time-lags and this led to
delayed export shipments and inability to polish and hence produce high-finish cookware. In
addition, there was virtually no facility for forging quality knife blades. Apparently, firms in
India used to import quality knives from countries like China and firms in Kundli were already
finding it difficult to supply complete cutlery sets of quality, thus losing out on this segment.
Basically, there was need for facilities by way of quality knife-blade forging, impact bonding
press (for cookware manufacture), polishing as well as circle cutting technologies that could
facilitate reduction in material wastage in the manufacturing process, value-added product
development and quality finishing vis-à-vis many product categories.
In this context, the Haryana state Industries department and Grant Thornton partnership
facilitated sanction of PPP based assistance for establishment of circle cutting, impact
bonding, polishing and value-added product development (quality knife-blade forging)
facilities on PPP basis under the MSE-CDP of the Government of India.
The Kundli Stainless Steel Houseware Association is the largest cluster association of
industry stakeholders in the district. Post technical assistance from Grant Thornton, this
cluster association took the lead to evolve an SPV, namely, “Kundli Stainless Steel Cluster
Services Pvt. Ltd”. The SPV members contributed 30.53 per cent of the project cost for
establishment of such facility. The total contribution of State Government of Haryana is INR
150.00 Lakh and support under the MSE-CDP of the DCMSME was envisaged for INR 1050
lakh (60.79 per cent of project cost). The Oriental Bank of Commerce offered necessary
working capital.
The project is under final stages of implementation and is expected to be commissioned in a
few months. The envisaged benefits are substantial. To elaborate, the growth rate of the
cluster is likely to increase from 15% to at least 20%. Increase in cluster output is expected to
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be 100% in the next 5 years. It is also expected that firms will graduate into producing valueadded utensils like saucepans, and cutlery like knives etc. This will enhance turnover and
capacity utilisation which is presently hardly 50%. Also, firms are expected to be able to
produce products of better quality and finish to consumers at 10% lesser price. There is
expected to be an increase in direct employment at least by 50% from 4200 persons to 6300.
Further, it is envisaged that there will be a saving of approximately 10% in scrap loss from the
raw material over circle cutting operations. There is also an envisaged reduction in time by 35 days by means of better polishing, with scope for realizing higher quality in this activity.

4.2. Case Study No. 2
CODISSIA
Coimbatore District Small Scale Industries Association (CODISSIA), an ISO 9001-2015
certified has been in operation since 1969 as a Small Industries Association in Coimbatore. It
is now one of the premier Industry Associations for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises in
the country. CODISSIA is one of the few District Level Associations in the whole country to
have signed a Memorandum of Understanding with International Service Providers (VDMA)
Plant and Machinery Manufacturers Association/Bavarian Section of West Germany. Through
this, it assists it members to identify new technologies/promote joint ventures, technology
transfers, send trade delegations etc. to foreign countries. CODISSIA is also renowned for
having the maximum number of MoUs with educational institutions. In Asia, Coimbatore
District Small Industries Association is first to get Business Member Organization (BMO)
accreditation in India. Today, it has over 6000 members. Various important units of
CODISSIA include technical and physical infrastructure facilities such as CODISSIA Intec
Technology Centre, CODISSIA Industrial Park Limited, CODISSIA Defence innovate and
incubation centre, CODISSIA Skill Development Centre.
CODISSIA serves multiple purposes and objectives to promote and protect the small
Industries in Coimbatore District. They help create and encourage a fellow feeling and cooperation among the manufacturers and consumers in small scale industries in Coimbatore
District and to evolve a common policy on all subjects involving their common interest, collect,
classify, and circulate statistics and other information relating to commercial interests in
general.
The cluster association also envisages to develop Coimbatore region into a leading Defence
Manufacturing Hub within the next 10 years and become import substitution partners to the
Defence Forces and to ensure that at least 36 start-ups graduate from the Incubation Centre
over a period of 5 years.
The cluster provides multiple benefits to its members and facilitate in the development of the
member units and the ecosystem at the whole. The Association renders guidance and help to
the new entrepreneurs in the identification of products, preparation of project reports, securing
financial assistance from banks etc. and licenses from various departments. CODISSIA takes
it members for study tour to factories/industries to gain knowledge. Last year, members were
taken to Cochin shipyard and Toyota plant for study tour. CODISSIA offers skill development
training and is working to set up a CODISSIA Centre of Excellence for this purpose. Project
apprentices training is also provided facilitated by Ramakrishna mission college. Certificates
are issued by the Government skill development department. With Government Subsidy,
members of CODISSIA are facilitated by way of participation in foreign trade fairs. CODISSIA
assists in identification and selection of products, preparation of detailed project report,
financial analysis, purchase of machinery & equipment, raw materials, bank finance,
marketing of end products etc.
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4.3. Case Study No. 3
Tiruppur Exporter’s Association (TEA)
Tirupur is the Country’s largest textile and garment cluster and accounts for 90% of the
country’s cotton knitwear exports. The success story of Tirupur can be also attributed to the
infrastructure facilities established on PPP mode by the cluster association and the
stakeholders. During the year 2019-20, Tirupur exports was Rs.27,280 Crore. As far as export
is concerned, all leading brands Nike, Cutter & Buck, Tommy Hilfigure, Point Zero, Fruit of
Looms, Adidas, GAP, Katzenberg, Van Hussain, Fila, Arrow, TESCO, S Oliver, Inditex (Zara),
etc., and leading chain stores like C&A, Walmart, Target, Primark, Sears and Mothers Care,
H&M, Decathlon, Carrefour, Lindex, Hanes Brand, Polo, Ralph Lauren, NEXT, Kiabi,
Columbia Sportswear, Bhs, Wal-Mart, Aldi stores, Guess Jeans & Spring Field etc., are
sourcing from Tirupur.
The leading cluster association Tirupur Exporters Association (TEA) works in close
cooperation with related associations and SPVs in the district. These include TTPK Apparel
Cluster Private Limited, Tirupur Fashion Cluster Private Limited (NIFT TEA), SIIMKA Knitex
Services Private Limited, Palladam Powerloom Weaving Cluster Private Limited as common
facility centres. TEA’s milestones include Tirupur Export Knitwear Industrial Complex, Inland
Container Depot, TEA Public School, TEAKTEX, New Tirupur Area Development Corporation
Limited (NTADCL), NIFT-TEA Knitwear Fashion Institute, India Knit Fair (IKF), Netaji Apparel
Park, TEA- St. John Logistics Pvt Ltd, TEA E-Readiness Centre
TEA in the cluster facilitates and helps develop its members and the surrounding ecosystem
by evaluating the flow of goods, critical constraints and gaps and Govt. assistance etc. Soft
Interventions like technical assistance, capacity building, exposure visits, market
development, Cluster Development Coordination Committee (CDCC) Meetings etc. are also
facilitated.
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Multiple schemes have been outlaid by the state and the central governments to facilitate the
cluster and their member units. While most of the schemes are particularly focussed in a
particular domain or industry, there has been wide acceptance for these schemes which are
as under:

6.1.

Modified Industrial Infrastructure Upgradation Scheme (MIIUS)

The major objective of the scheme is to increase the competitiveness of the industries by
providing quality infrastructure, to encourage and boost industrial growth, to provide
technological upgradation and to create new employment opportunities.
Under this scheme SPV can seek financial support from GoI for components listed under
technical, social and physical infrastructure. The total project cost includes the cost of land,
however the same is not considered as part of eligible cost.
a) Technical Infrastructure: - Common facility centers, R&D infrastructure, CETP and other
b) environment infra, Training infrastructure, Quality certification
c) Physical Infrastructure: - Upgradation of roads, Water supply, Solid waste management,
Captive power plant
d) Social Infrastructure: - Social infrastructure like dormitories/hostels for working women

6.2.

Micro & Small Enterprises - Cluster Development Programme

The scheme envisages to support the sustainability and growth of MSEs by addressing
common issues such as improvement of technology, skills & quality, market access, etc, to
build capacity of MSEs for common supportive action through formation of self-help groups,
consortia, upgradation of associations, etc. and to create/upgrade infrastructural facilities in
the new/existing Industrial Areas/Clusters of MSEs. It also facilitates setting up Common
Facility Centres (for testing, training, raw material depot, effluent treatment, complementing
production processes, etc.) and promotion of green & sustainable manufacturing technology
for the clusters so as to enable units switch to sustainable and green production processes
and products.

6.3.

Micro & Small Enterprises - Integrated Industrial Development

The objectives of the scheme are to provide developed sites with infrastructural facilities like
power distribution network, water, telecommunication, drainage and pollution control facilities,
roads, banks, raw materials, storage and marketing outlets, common service facilities and
technological back up services etc. The scheme covers rural as well as urban areas with a
provision of 50% reservation for rural areas and 50% industrial plots to be reserved for tiny
sector. The scheme also provides for upgradation/strengthening of the infrastructural facilities
in the existing old industrial estate
The eligible components include infrastructural facilities like power distribution network,
water, telecommunication, drainage and pollution control facilities, roads, banks, raw
materials, storage and marketing outlets, common service facilities and technological back up
services etc.
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6.4.

Mega Food Parks Scheme - MoFPI

The primary objective of the MFPS is to provide modern infrastructure facilities for food
processing along the value chain from the farm to the market. It will include creation of
processing infrastructure near the farm, transportation, logistics and centralized processing
centers. The main feature of the Scheme is a cluster-based approach. The scheme will be
demand-driven and will facilitate food processing units to meet environmental and safety
standards. The expected outcome is increased realization for farmers, creation of high-quality
processing infrastructure, reduction in wastage, capacity building of producers, processors
and creation of an efficient supply chain along with significant direct and indirect employment
generation.
SPV can seek financial support from GoI for components listed under core, basic, non-core,
SDF sheds etc. The total project cost includes the components listed above. However, land is
not a part of the eligible Project Cost.
a) Core Infrastructure: - Common facilities, Warehouse, silos, Cold storage, deep freeze,
IQF, Pulping Line, Tetrapak, etc., Testing Lab, Reefer Vans
b) Basic enabling infrastructure: - Road Network, power supply, CPP, Sewage Lines, CETP,
Landscaping, Parking, Entry and Exit gates, Solid waste
c) Basic enabling infrastructure: - Admin Building, Training Centre, Staff Quarters, SDF
sheds, Factory sheds for MSME Enterprises

6.5.

Scheme for Agro-Processing Cluster - MOFPI

The scheme aims at development of modern infrastructure and common facilities to
encourage group of entrepreneurs to set up food processing units based on cluster approach
by linking groups of producers/farmers to the processors and markets through well-equipped
supply chain with modern infrastructure
The scheme provides facilitation for the following: a) Basic enabling infrastructure including but not limited to roads, water supply, power
supply, drainage, ETP etc.
b) Core infrastructure/common facilities including but not limited to Warehouses, cold
storages, IQF, tetra pack, sorting, grading etc

6.6.

Operation Greens

It aims to promote farmer producers organizations, processing facilities, Agri-logistics and
professional management. It also aims to aid farmers and help control and limit erratic
fluctuations in the prices of tomatoes, onions and potatoes (TOP). It is essentially a price
fixation scheme that aims to ensure farmers are given the right price for their produce. The
other objectives include:
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a) Enhancing value realization of TOP farmers
b) Strengthen TOP production clusters and their FPOs
c) Market connections
d) Price stabilization for producers and consumers
e) Production planning in the TOP clusters
f)

Reduction in post-harvest losses

g) Development of suitable agro-logistics
h) Increase food processing capacities
I.

The Post-harvest processing facilities including secondary processing facilities will be
mandatory components of the Integrated value chain development project. The projects
will be eligible for grant-in-aid at the rate of 50% of the eligible project cost in all areas,
subject to maximum Rs. 50 crore per project. However, in case where PIA is/are FPO(s),
the grant-in-aid will be at the rate of 70% of the eligible project cost in all areas, subject
to maximum Rs. 50 crore per project.

II.

Price Stabilization Measures: MoFPI will provide 50% of the subsidy through NAFED to
empaneled agencies for evacuation of TOP crops from production surplus areas when
price falls below three-years average market price at the time of harvest, for the
following two components:

a) Transportation of TOP Crops from production to storage
b) Hiring of appropriate storage facilities for TOP Crops
III. Integrated Value Chain Development Projects

a) Capacity Building of FPOs & their consortium
x Formation of New FPOs in the clusters selected for TOP;
x Promotional Activities, Training/Workshop of Farmers and FPOs;
x Professional Management Support to FPOs & Federation;

b) Quality production
x Provision for quality inputs such as seeds;
x Setting up of Nursery and greenhouses
x Setting up of protected cultivation
x Mechanization of farm practices
x Promote Contract farming
x Varietal change based on market
x Appropriate storage at Farm level
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x Collection centre (CC)/Pack house
x Primary processing such as sorting, grading and packaging facilities
x Secondary processing – any mechanised and mobile processing facilities

x Appropriate transportation infrastructure
x Integrated multi-mode appropriate transportation
x Controlled temperature/Ventilated trucks with or without raking
x Crates, rakes etc
Medium/large scale storage at regional, state and national level
x

Appropriate storage facilities at aggregation/market level

x

Sorting, grading and packaging facilities

x

Setting-up of retail outlets

x

Setting-up of marketing yards at the cluster level

x

Creation of e-market

c) Post-harvest processing facilities
d) Agri-logistics
e) Marketing/consumption points

6.7.

Scheme for setting up of Integrated Cold Chain Projects

The objective of the Scheme of Cold Chain, Value Addition and Preservation Infrastructure is
to provide integrated cold chain and preservation infrastructure facilities, without any break,
from the farm gate to the consumer. It covers creation of infrastructure facility along the entire
supply chain viz. pre-cooling, weighing, sorting, grading, waxing facilities at farm level, multi
product/multi temperature cold storage, CA storage, packing facility, IQF, blast freezing in the
distribution hub and reefer vans, mobile cooling units for facilitating distribution of horticulture,
organic produce, marine, dairy, meat and poultry etc. The scheme allows flexibility in project
planning with special emphasis on creation of cold chain infrastructure at farm level.
Eligible Components for the scheme are as under: MPC/farm level Infra: Facility for weighing, sorting, grading, waxing, packing, pre-cooling,
Control Atmosphere (CA)/Modified Atmosphere (MA), Cold storage & Normal storage,
Individual Quick Freezing (IQF)
Distribution hub: Hubs with multi products and multi CA/MA chambers/cold storage/variable
humidity chambers. Packing facility, Cleaning in Process (CIP) fog treatment, Individual Quick
Freezing (IQF), Blast Freezing etc.
Reefer transport: Mobile pre-cooling trucks and reefer trucks which are suitable for
transportation of the perishable agricultural produce/horticulture/dairy/meat/fish produce
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6.8.

Creation/Expansion of Food Processing/Preservation Capacities
(CEFPPC)

The main objective of the Scheme is creation of processing and preservation capacities and
modernization/expansion of existing food processing units which will help in increasing the
level of processing, value addition and thereby lead to reduction of wastage and
enhancement of farmer’s income.
The scheme provides for various infrastructure enhancement which includes
a) Cost of plant & Machinery and Technical civil work including applicable taxes except for
ineligible items.
b) Cost of ‘Utilities’ essential for the plant i.e. Water pipeline, DG set, Transformer, Solar
panels, Boiler, Solid waste treatment plant, ETP, etc. will be considered under eligible
project cost subject to restriction of above cost being maximum 25% of the total
project cost

6.9.

Trade Infrastructure for Export Scheme (TIES)

The scheme envisages to enhance export competitiveness by bridging gaps in export
infrastructure, creating export focused infrastructure, inducing states to take up more exportoriented projects including those required for addressing quality and certification concerns.
The scheme would provide assistance for setting up and up-gradation of infrastructure
projects with overwhelming export linkages like the Border Haats, Land customs stations,
quality testing and certification labs, cold chains, trade promotion centres, dry ports, export
warehousing and packaging, SEZs and ports/airports cargo terminuses.
The scheme seeks to bridge the infrastructure gap and provide forward and backward
linkages to units engaged in trade activities, particularly exports and facilitates as under: a) Border Haats
b) Land customs stations
c) Quality testing and certification labs
d) Cold chains
e) Trade promotion centres
f)

Dry ports

g) Export warehousing and packaging
h) SEZs and ports/airports cargo terminuses and last and first mile connectivity projects
related to export logistics.
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6.10. Assistance to Bulk Drug Industry for Common Facility Center
The scheme aims at increasing the competitiveness, easy access to standard testing and
infrastructure facilities and value addition in the domestic Bulk Drug Industry through creation
of common world class facilities by strengthening the existing infrastructure facilities in order
to make Indian Bulk Drug Industry a global leader in Bulk Drugs’ Exports and reducing the
cost of production by 20-25% in the Bulk Drug Park leading to better availability and
affordability of Bulk Drugs in domestic market by exploiting the benefits arising due to
optimization of resources and economies of scale. The scheme provides for the following
Common facility centre (Indicating activities) in general: a) Effluent treatment plants
b) Steam and cooling systems
c) Common logistics facilities
d) Advance common testing centre
e) Regulatory awareness facilitation centre
f)

Emergency response centre

g) Incubation facilities

6.11. Assistance to the Medical Devices Industry for Common
Facility Center
The major objectives of the scheme are as under:
a) Increasing the competitiveness, easy access to standard testing facilities and value
addition in domestic medical device industry through creation of common world class
facilities
b) Strengthening the existing infrastructure facilities in order to make Indian Medical Device
industry a global leader in pharma or device export
c) Reducing the cost of production significantly in the Medical Device Park leading to better
availability and affordability of Medical Devices in domestic market
d) Exploit the benefits arising due to optimization of resources and economies of scale.
Eligible Components - Common facility centre (Indicating activities)
x

Components testing centre

x

Electro-magnetic interference laboratory

x

Biomaterial/biocompatibility testing centre

x

Medical grade low vacuum moulding

x

Injection moulding centres

x

2D designing and printing for medical grade products
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x

Sterilization and Toxicity Testing Centre

x

Radiation Testing Centre

6.12. Amended Technology Upgradation Fund Scheme
The objective of the ATUFS is to promote ease of doing business and achieve the vision of
generating employment and promoting exports through “Make in India” with “Zero effect and
Zero defect” in manufacturing, the Government decided to provide credit linked Capital
Investment Subsidy (CIS) under Amended Technology Upgradation Fund Scheme (ATUFS).
The ATUFS will be implemented from 13.01.2016 to 31.03.2022 which will provide one time
capital subsidy for investments in the employment and technology intensive segments of the
textile value chain, keeping in view promotion of exports and imports substitution). The
scheme will be credit linked and projects for technology upgradation covered by a prescribed
limit of term loan sanctioned by the lending agencies will only be eligible for grant of benefit
under ATUFS. Capital Investment Subsidy – Subsidy on prescribed rate on credit linked
capital investment to an entity in textile sector on technology upgradation
Eligible Components
x

Weaving, Weaving Preparatory and knitting

x

Processing of fibers, yarns, fabrics, garments and made-ups

x

Technical textiles

x

Garment/made-up manufacturing

x

Handloom Sector

x

Silk Sector

x

Jute Sector

6.13. Integrated Processing Development Scheme (IPDS)
The primary objective of the IPDS is to facilitate the textile industry to become globally
competitive using environmentally friendly processing standards and technology. The scheme
would facilitate the textile units to meet the required environmental standards. The IPDS
would create new processing parks as well as support the upgradation of existing processing
clusters specifically in the area of water and waste water management as also to promote
research and development for a cleaner technology in the processing sector. IPDS proposes
to establish 4-6 Brown field and 3-5 Green field projects addressing the needs of the existing
Textile/Clusters
Eligible projects under the scheme would cover the following:
a) Water treatment & effluent treatment plant and technology (including marine, Riverine
and ZLD).
b) Common infrastructure such as captive power generation plants on technology preferably
renewable/green technology,
c) Common facilities such as Testing Laboratories and R&D centres.
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6.14. Scheme for Integrated Textile Parks
The main objective of the scheme is to provide the industry with State-of-the-art world-class
infrastructure facilities for setting up their textile units. Primary objective of the SITP is to
provide the industry with world-class state of the art infrastructure facilities for setting up their
textile units. The scheme would facilitate textile units to meet international environmental and
social standards. SITP would create new parks of international standards at potential growth
centres. This scheme envisages engaging of a panel of professional agencies for project
identification and execution. Each Integrated Textile Park (ITP) under the scheme would
normally have 50 units. The number of entrepreneurs and the resultant investments in each
ITP could vary from project to project. However, aggregate investment in land, factory
buildings and Plant & Machinery by the entrepreneurs in a Park shall be atleast twice the cost
of common infrastructure proposed for the Park. The new ITPs being set up under the
Scheme may be excluded from the SEZs.
Eligible Components
a) Land – registered under the name of SPV
b) Common infrastructure – compound walls, drainage, - CETP, electricity and water supply
c) Buildings for common facilities – design center, training center etc.
d) Factory buildings
e) Work space for textile units and workers’ hostel which may be made available on
rental/hire purchase basis

6.15. Plastic Park Scheme
The scheme aims at increasing the competitiveness, polymer absorption capacity and value
addition in the domestic downstream plastic processing industry through adaptation of
modern, research and development led measurers, increase investments in the sector
through additions in capacity and production, creating quality infrastructure and other
facilitation to ensure value addition and increase in exports and achieve environmentally
sustainable growth through innovative methods of waste management, recycling, etc. Adopt a
cluster development approach to achieve the above objectives owing to its benefits arising
due to optimization of resources and economies of scale.
Eligible Components
a) Infrastructure to support production units like roads, water supply, drainage, electricity
supply including captive power plant, effluent treatment plant, telecommunication lines,
solid/hazardous waste management, incinerator, etc.
b) Buildings for support services like administrative buildings, crèche/canteen/hostel/rest
and recreation facilities, facilities for labour, marketing support system, etc.
c) Buildings and equipment/machinery for common facilities for characterization, prototyping
& virtualization, non-destructive material testing, incubation, training, warehousing, plastic
recycling, tooling, designing, Research & Development, etc.
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Chapter 7: Annexures

Annexures
Rapid study and findings on SCDF options in 10 PMU States 47

Rapid Profiling of PMU
States for Guidance
This section presents the indicative project proposals/options that may
be looked at by states for Cluster Development.
SCDF – Application Form/Template

7.1.

Andhra Pradesh

Profile 1
Information/Particulars Details/Guidance note
Name of the Project

External Water Supply Scheme to MIP Kopparthy

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Greenfield project to support a number of brownfield cluster units

APIIC has a land bank of 7000 acres
To provide water to “Kopparthy Node” in Kadappa district covering
6,914 acres, which is part of the VCIC Industrial Corridor
Cluster under the project
Development.
The proposed area has good potential to attract anchor units and
related ancillary units (MSMEs)
Kopparthy, YSR Kadapa District, Andhra Pradesh.
Cluster Location

Land earmarked of 7000 Acres

Sri JVN Subramanyam, IAS, Director
State Line Department
for the proposed project

Industries and Commerce Department, Govt. of A.P.

Andhra Pradesh Industrial Infrastructure Corporation Limited
Institutional structure for (APIIC Ltd) will be evolving an SPV which will be a 100%
the project
subsidiary of APIIC
implementation
Proposed Project
Implementing Agency
(brief details)

Andhra Pradesh Industrial Infrastructure Corporation Limited
(APIIC Ltd).

Basic design contours of MIH Kopparthy being one of the mega industrial hubs is seen to
the proposed project
be a potential growth centre for manufacturing activity.
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Information/Particulars Details/Guidance note
46 MLD water to be supplied through a 52 Km pipeline with an
estimated capital cost of INR 424 crores
Project is expected to start by Apr 2022 and completed by Mar
2024

Project innovation
(If any)

The approach to the design of external water supply scheme is
framed based on market assessment and study
The drop back of the project is to lay a pipeline from the reservoir
to provide uninterrupted water supply to the industrial estate units.

Proposed/tentative
project cost (Major
heads) and means of
finance
{SCDF leveraged mainly
to meet the Debt
Component.}

S.No.

Particulars

Amount in Cr.

1

Construction Cost

321.7

2

Provisions

101.9

Total

423.72

Total in Crores

423.72

S.No.

Means

%

1

Equity by APIIC Ltd

25

2

Debt

75 (INR 317.79)

.
Proposed project
duration
(implementation)

24 months

Convergence with
existing Central or State No convergence
government schemes
The Project facilities will be managed on the basis of user
charges, which will meet the operating expenditures.
Project sustainability
(brief write-up) including The project is pre marketed as the capacity of the facility can be
largely/completely utilised by the targeted beneficiaries
key industries in the
themselves.
proposed sector (Max
100 words)
Detailed Project Report has been prepared.

Private sector
engagement - (Max 100
words)

No private participants in SPV but beneficiaries will be Industrial
units in different Industrial estates.

Land area& Status of
Land

Acquired
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Information/Particulars Details/Guidance note
Enhancing
competitiveness of
MSMEs

This project increases the competitiveness of MSMEs by
providing basic Industrial Infra utilities both for Industrial use and
for personal consumption in various industrial units related to
Textile, Food processing, Agro based, Automobile, Pharma etc.

Quick
feedback/validation from Upon consultation with APIIC officials - the project has been
concerned Industry
recommended by APIIC.
Association/stakeholders
APIIC is in process of finalising the financials.
(field level) regarding
project

Andhra Pradesh
Profile 2
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

External Water Supply Scheme to Mega Industrial Hub
Orvakal

Type of project (Green field/Brown
Green Field (Entirely New Project)
Field)

Cluster under the project

APIIC has a land bank of 7918.13 Acres spread across
11 villages in Orvakal Mandal of Kurnool District.
For compactness of the land parcels requisition
proposals have been filed for an extent of 2009.53
Acres which are small extents of Patta/Assigned lands
existing scattered all across above land parcels all
villages.
The proposed area is rich in minerals and has good
potential to attract anchor units and related ancillary
units (MSMEs)
Orvakal, Kurnool District, Andhra Pradesh.

Cluster Location

State Line Department for the
proposed project

Land earmarked of 7918.13 Acres spread across 11
villages in Orvakal Mandal of Kurnool District.

Sri JVN Subramanyam, IAS, Director
Industries and Commerce Department, Govt. of A.P.
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

Andhra Pradesh Industrial Infrastructure Corporation
Limited (APIIC Ltd) will be evolving an SPV which will be
a 100% subsidiary of APIIC

Proposed Project Implementing
Agency (brief details)

Andhra Pradesh Industrial Infrastructure Corporation
Limited (APIIC Ltd).

Basic contours of the proposed
project

The mega industrial hub at Orvakal is spread between
Orvakal, Uppalapadu, Guttapadu, Meedivemula, N.
Konthalapadu villages of Orvakal mandal, Kurnool
District of Andhra Pradesh.
The site is surrounded by Uppalapadu to South,
Guttapadu to East, unmetalled road to the West and
stony waste and scattered boulders to the North.
To provide water to “Orvakal Node” in Kurnool district
covering 5500 acres, which is part of the HBIC Industrial
Corridor Development.
43 MLD water to be supplied through a 52 Km pipeline
at an estimated capital cost of INR 522 crores
Project is expected to by Sep 2021 and completed by
Aug 2023

Project innovation (If any)

The approach to the design of external water supply
scheme is framed based on market assessment and
study
The backdrop of the project is to lay a pipeline from the
reservoir to provide uninterrupted water supply to the
industrial units in the cluster.

Proposed/tentative project cost
(Major heads) and means of
finance (In Cr.)
{SCDF to be leveraged mainly to
meet the debt component.}

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

S.No.

Particulars

1

Construction Cost

2

GST

3

Contingencies

4

Provisions
Total

Phase I

Phase II

261.80

229.40

31.42

27.53

3.54

3.06

44.25

37.02

341.01

297.01

S.No.

Means

%

1

Equity by APIIC Ltd

25

2

Debt

75

Phase I – 24 Months
Phase II – 12 Months
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7.2.

Assam

Particulars

Details

Name of the Project

Incense Stick Making Cluster

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Brownfield cluster, Green field Project

Cluster under the project

North-eastern states are the pioneer in manufacturing raw
bamboo incense sticks due to abundance of Raw
materials. The State of Assam and Tripura is contributing
around 80% of total requirement of raw bamboo sticks for
hand rolled Agarbattis.
Super Medium Bamboo Sticks
Medium Bamboo Sticks
Fine Bamboo Sticks
Special Bamboo Sticks
No. of Units; 50
Employment: 7000
Presently Activities based on outdated technology and local
inefficient tools
No quality management initiative and lack of standardization
Inadequate infrastructure for storage, packaging, forwarding,
sorting, polishing etc.

Cluster Location & Project
Location

Cluster Location- Kakopathar is the of cluster activities
and is located around 42 Kms away from Tinsukia Town.
Project Location - 2 no. Bormesai Gaon, Mouza
Soikhowa, Revinue Circle, Doom Dooma, Tinsukia
District, Assam

State Line Department for the
proposed project

Dept. of I&C, GoA & DRDA

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

SPV including pvt sector units guided by implementing
Agency IIE, Ghy

Proposed Project Implementing
Agency (brief details)

SPV: Public Problem Solution Committee
P.O Bormechai, Dist: Tinsukia, Assam
Implementation by IIE, Guwahati

Basic contours of the proposed
project

Broad Overview
Providing Automatic Cross Cutting Machine will ensure
productive, consistent, and safe chopping of bamboo to
the required size.
Major players in incense stick market currently are opting
for polished sticks only and the unpolished sticks
produced in this cluster will lose its market continuously.
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Particulars

Details
This set up will enable them to add value to their products
by producing complete Incense sticks and sell it to the
market with higher profitability.

Project innovation (If any)

Proposed/tentative project cost
(Major heads) and means of
finance
{SCDF to be leveraged to meet
the necessary state govt.
contribution in the project.}

The proposed CFC will help units to produce and sustain
in competitive markets.
Polished and uniformly shaped bare sticks
Primary Processing of Bamboos
Enable the cluster members to improve their quality and
quantity of production of bare58.64
sticks
Enable the cluster members to produce value added
complete and packed incense sticks
Possibility of product diversification like toothpicks etc.
Total Cost: Rs. In Lakhs
Land & Site Development: 30.00
Building & Civil Works : 67.92
Plant & Machinery : 221.90
Miscellaneous Fixed Assets: 9.30
Pre-li &pre-op Expenses :6.50
Provision for contingencies :12.46
Working Capital Margin 25%: 4.01
Total Project Cost: : 352.09
Means of Finance: Rs. In Lakhs
Contribution by Consortium/SPV: 35.23
Grant from State Govt. : 34.84
Grant from Govt. of India : 282.02
Total Project Cost - : 352.09

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

18 Months

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

MSE-CDP

Project sustainability

The Project will be managed based on user charges,
which will meet operating expenditures.
The capacity of the facility can be largely utilised by the
SPV members themselves.

Private sector engagement

SPV comprises of micro/SHGs/Artisan based private
sector Incense enterprises
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Particulars

Details

Land area & Status of Land

Identified & procured

Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

The advanced incense production facilities envisaged
would add value to the product – both in terms of quality
as well as price realisation.
The Facility will also provide skill training for quality output.

Quick feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders (field
level) regarding project

Project details and status confirmed with Bamboo
development agency, I&C, GoA & state govt. has
recommended the project to GOI.
Comments of MSME-DI on Project proposal on economic
viability of the project sent to GoI and got TEC approval.

7.3.

Maharashtra

Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Ahmednagar Auto Engineering Cluster

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Brownfield cluster and green field project

Cluster under the project

Cluster Location

There are 170 units operational in the cluster. There are 150
micro units and remaining are small units. The units
manufacture automobile and engineering components and
spare parts. Presently there is no export from the Cluster.

Cluster location - Dist. Ahmednagar,
Project location – MIDC, Ahmednagar – 414111

State Line Department for
the proposed project

Department of Industries, Govt. of Maharashtra

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

State implementing agency is Directorate of Industries, Govt.
of Maharashtra

Proposed Project
Implementing Agency

The project will be implemented by SPV named Ahmednagar
Auto & Engg. Association.

Basic contours of the
proposed project

Comprehensive testing and quality control lab
Modern machine shop
Reverse engineering facility
Computer training lab
Skill development centre
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Project innovation (If any)

The project will provide NABL approved labs on
Meteorological testing facility.

Proposed/tentative project
cost (Major heads) and
means of finance
{SCDF to meet total project
cost.}

S. No

Particulars

Amount in Cr.

1

Building

2

2

Pending Construction work

1

3

Training Infra

1

4

Machinery & Equipment

1

5

Total in Crores

5cr

This fund is required to expand the existing CFC.
Proposed project duration
(implementation)

8-10 months

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

No Convergence

Project sustainability

Meteorology lab. NABL approved. Every unit will need this
certification.
Quality testing facility
Focus is on Skill development
Radiography for welding will be available for the units to test.

Private sector engagement

SPV comprises of micro units belonging to private sector
automobile spare parts manufacturers.

Land area & Status of Land

Acquired

Enhancing competitiveness
of MSMEs

This project increases the competitiveness of MSMEs by
providing basic Industrial Infra utilities both for Industrial use
and for personal consumption in various industrial units
related to testing, tool room, skill development, etc.

Quick feedback/validation
Upon discussion with various stakeholders’
from concerned Industry
recommendation is DIC.
Association/stakeholders
(field level) regarding project
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7.4.

Rajasthan

Information/Particulars Details
Name of the Project

Gota-Jari Cluster Ajmer

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Brownfield cluster and brownfield project

It is a small scale artisan based cluster. Involved in manufacturing
of Gota-Jari lace for designer fabric.
100% of the units are micro sized (Total no. 100)
Mainly used in bridal and festival wear like lehngas & salwar suit
on edges.
Cluster under the project
Textile Sector, Sub sector – Garment Accessories.
Employment generation – 3000 (Direct & Indirect)
Total Annual turnover 20 cr.
Input – Raw material (Gold/Silver/Copper/Aluminium/lacquered
plastic sheets.

Cluster & Project
Location

Cluster Location – Lakhan Kotri, Dhan Mandi, Nagfani, Dhola
Bhata, Lohagal Road, Foy Sagar Road, Gota colony Ajmer.
Project Location – Maharana Pratap Nagar Extension – Gyan
Vihar Colony Road. Ajmer.

State Line Department
for the proposed project

Dept. of Industries Rajasthan
DIC Ajmer.

Udhyam Prothsahan Sansthan – Ajmer is the Implementing
Institutional structure for Agency.
project implementation
Dept. of Industries – Govt. of Rajasthan.
RIICO
Proposed Project
Implementing Agency

Udhyam Prothsahan Sansthan is the implementing agency on
behalf of Rajasthan state govt.
SPV- Ajaymeru Gota Zari Cluster Producer Company Ltd

Basic contours of the
proposed project

It is a MSE CDP Project approved in March 2016; implementation
is in process – 80% work completed.
The CFC will produce quality metallic yarn, Resham & Nylon yarn
for used by cluster artisans
The dyeing unit will cater to the needs of guaranteed colouring of
high-quality yarn at low cost with better results.
The common purchase of Resham by the raw material bank will
optimise the cost and this Resham can be dyed in multicolours by
the dying unit as per the demand of units.
The common multifold wrapping & advanced packing machines
can be used by all cluster members on very nominal cost – such
costly machines cannot be taken by individual units; these
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Information/Particulars Details
packaging are very strong and can easily withstand for long
duration and exports.
The common testing facility & design development & training
centre will be beneficial for all the units in the cluster and vicinity.
The ETP and water harvesting system as part of the CFC would
adhere to the norms of pollution control board and protect
environment

Project innovation
(If any)

The units will secure required metallic yarn of various colours and
texture, which cannot be developed manually such as Badla.
They will be able to produce designer laces having high demand
and price realisation.
Product quality improvement and on time production with
increased volumes.
Project Cost
Particulars

Proposed/tentative
project cost (Major
heads) and means of
finance
{SCDF is required to
meet additional funding
requirements as
indicated.}

Total Cost (Rs. in Lakh)

(1.) Land - 36,99,000
Site development – 5,50,000
Cost of fabricated gate and grills –
20,000

42.69

(2.) Building – 82,52,000
Contingencies 2% of building –
1,65,000

84.17

(3.) Plant & Machinery –
2,00,88,000
Provision for contingencies 5% in
plant and machinery – 10.04,000
(4.) Misc. fixed assets

210.924

5.5

(5.) Water effluent treatment plant

9

(6.) Water harvesting

5

(7.) Preliminary expenses (Legal &
administrative expenses, telephone,
stationery etc)
(8.) Pre-operative expenses
(9.) Working Capital

0.5
1
48
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Information/Particulars Details
406.784

Total Project Cost

Means of Finance
Particulars

%

Amount (Rs. in lakh)

5%

20.3392

(2.) Grant-in-aid from GoR
{Land and Building}

31.18%

126.86

(3.) Grant-in-aid from GOI
(Plant & Machinery, Misc.
Fixed assets, Water effluent
treatment plant, Water
harvesting, Preliminary
expenses, pre-operative
expenses

56.62%

230.32

(4.) Grant-in-aid from GOI
(Margin money for working
capital)

2.95%

12

(5.) Bank

4.25%

17.2648

100.00%

406.784

(1.) SPV contribution

Total

Additional funding for road and utilities by way of soft term
loan to the tune of 0.50 Cr. is required for the project.
Proposed project
duration
(implementation)

Initial timeline – March 2016 to March 2018
Now extended up to Sept.2021.

Convergence with
existing Central or State Addition to MSE CDP, M/o MSME, GoI
government schemes

Project sustainability

All units are of Gota Jari Lace manufacturing, set up in the land
adjoining the CFC. In all there are 400 units.
The Project facilities will be managed on the basis of user
charges, which will meet operating expenditures.
The project is pre- marketed as the capacity of the facility can be
largely/completely utilised by the SPV members themselves.

Private sector
engagement

SPV comprises of micro units belonging to private sector Gota
lace manufacturers.
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Information/Particulars Details
Land area & Status of
Land

5401 Sq.mt, Acquired

Enhancing
competitiveness of
MSMEs

The machines in the CFC will help the artisans in development
and pre-processing of raw material, which will reduce the raw
material cost. Also, the variety of products can be increased to a
large extent.
The direct/indirect employment generated through the intervention
will be 1000+ and the revenue per artisan unit which is presently
Rs. 3.5 lakh per annum can be scaled up to Rs. 6 lakh annually.

Quick
feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Department of Industries, GoR
Association/stakeholder
s (field level) regarding
project

7.5.

Tamil Nadu

Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Textile printing cluster, Tirupur, Tirupur district,
Tamil Nadu

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Brownfield cluster, Greenfield Project

Cluster under the project

More than 87% of the Cluster Units are micro and have
only manual screen-printing facility.
These units can undertake low value screen printing job
works only. They can print only up to 10 colours.
Their output & accuracy are very limited.
Their capacity to deliver in short period is very limited.
Defects or rejections are more as compared to printing in
automatic screen-printing machine.
These units could not undertake large volume printing
jobs which could be done only in automatic frame printing
machine.
These units could not undertake printing on continuous
fabric which can be done only by rotary printing
machines.
These units do not have latest technology like Digital
printing/sublimation printing facilities.
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note
Even small-scale units do not have all necessary types
of printing facilities.

Cluster & Project Location

Cluster Location - Avinashi Taluk, New Tirupur/Tirupur
Project Location - 1.05 Acres at S.F No.316(Site No.02),
Behind Nethaji Apparel Park, Kuppandampalayam
Village,

State Line Department for the
proposed project

Department of MSME,GoTN
Tamil Nadu Small Industries Development Corporation
Ltd (TANSIDCO), Chennai

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

TANSIDCO, Chennai is the Implementing agency on
behalf of the state Govt.

Proposed Project Implementing
Agency (brief details)

FLEXOGRAPHY TEXTILE PRINTING SOLUTIONS
PRIVATE LIMITED, No.253 Guruvayurappan Nagar,
Muthanampalayam, TIRUPUR, Tamil Nadu, PIN –
641606

Basic contours of the proposed
project

Broad Overview – Technical Infra + environmental Infra
Investment for Automatic Screen Printing set up/Rotary
Screen Printing set up/Digital & Sublimation Printing are
beyond the reach of micro units.
These types of printing facilities can handle large volume
print jobs, textile printing on continuous fabric, printing
with more number of colours and shades, printing on
various types of fabric viz., knitted, woven, cotton, cotton
polyester, polyester etc.,
With the establishment of CFC with the above facilities
the micro units could undertake any type of printing with
more number of colours, large volume job works and
high value printing works.
The micro screen-printing units would be able to compete
with the other small/medium textile printing units in the
cluster.
The ETP as part of the CFC would adhere to the norms
of pollution control board and protect environment.

Project innovation (If any)

Proposed/tentative project cost
(Major heads) and means of

All the Micro units will be able to undertake all high valueprinting jobs on all types of fabric with unlimited colour
combinations.
Quality& design improvement
On time delivery to exporters.

Particulars

Total Cost (Rs. in Lakh)
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Information/Particulars
finance (Highlighting the
requirement for funding support)

Details/Guidance note
(1.) Land (Lease
Advance)

9.00

(2.) Building and other
Civil Constructions

159.86

(3.) Plant & Machinery
(including electrification)

1191.00

(4.) Misc. fixed assets

5.00

(5.) Preliminary & Preoperative expenses,
maximum 2% of project
cost

29.25

(6.) Contingency (2%
building and 5% on plant
and machinery)

62.75

(7.) Margin money for
Working Capital

10.00

Total Project Cost

1466.86

Particulars

%

Amount (Rs. in
lakh)

(1.) SPV
contribution

12.41%

182.06

(2.) Grant-in-aid
from Govt. of India

80.77%

1466.86

6.82%

100.00

100.00%

1466.86

(3.) Grant-in-aid
from Govt. of TN
Total
Proposed project duration
(implementation)

20 months

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

MSE-CDP

Project sustainability

The Project facilities will be managed on the basis of
user charges, which we meet the operating expenditures.
The SPV is strong as evaluated by bank/SIDBI.
The project is pre-marketed as the capacity of the facility
can be largely/completely utilised by the SPV members
themselves.
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Private sector engagement

SPV comprises of micro & small private sector printing
enterprises.

Land area & Status of Land

1.05 Acres, Acquired

Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

Quick feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders (field
level) regarding project

7.6.

The advance printing facilities envisaged would add
value to the product – both in terms of quality as well
as price realisation.

Project details and status confirmed with SIDCO officials
& state govt. has recommended the project to GOI.
Comments of Economic officer of MSME-DI on Project
proposal on economic viability of the project to be
sent to GoI.

Uttar Pradesh

Profile 1
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Kanpur Mega Leather Park

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Brown field cluster and Greenfield project

Cluster under the project

x The mega leather park project, which will be built in
Ramaipur village in Kanpur, will help improve
Kanpur's position among the ten largest leatherproducing states of the country. 50 % of the land in
the park is earmarked for small and medium sector
units. The cluster units manufacture leather
Footwear, Jackets, Bags, Belt etc.
x The city contributes approximately 30% to the leather
trade in India. The Jajmau area in the city houses
between 250-300 tanneries, where leather is
processed from raw hides to finished products that
are mostly exported. Kanpur accounts for roughly Rs
6,000 crore of leather exports from India.
x Dependence on supply of raw material, Lack in
welfare of skilled workers, Lack of Association among
small and micro level units, Weak Physical
Infrastructure and Production infrastructure for
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note
cottage level units, Limited direct market access for
large section of micro and small manufacturers, Lack
of educated, certified and professionally trained work
force, Designing and R&D facilities not to the mark,
Lack of awareness of social compliance and
environmental issues, Limited knowledge of any
quality control and standards, Lack of international
marketing skills among the vast micro and smallscale units

Cluster Location & Project
Location

Cluster location- Kanpur
Project Location- Ramaipur village, 20 kms from Kanpur
towards Lucknow (UP)

State Line Department for the
proposed project

The concerned/nodal department from State –
Department of Industries and Commerce Govt. of UP

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

UP MSME & Export promotion Department is the State
implementing agency

Proposed Project Implementing
Agency

Banthar Industrial Pollution Control Co. Ltd. the SPV will
implement the project.

Basic contours of the proposed
project

Amenities of road, water supply, sewage, drainage,
horticulture, boundary wall, streetlight, internal water
supply, internal stormwater drainage, IT and
telecommunication, administrative building, design lab,
testing lab, value addition centre and a hostel will be
instituted here for the entrepreneurs.

Project innovation (If any)

Proposed/tentative project cost
(Major heads) and means of
finance
{SCDF to be leveraged to meet
GoUP contribution.}

Total project cost- Approx 850 cr.
GoI Contribution- Approx.442 Cr.
UP Govt. Share- 400 Cr
SPV contribution- 8.5 cr.

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

3 years
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes
Project sustainability

The Project facilities will be managed on the basis of
user charges levied upon units in different Industrial
estates, which will be meet the operating expenditures.
The project is pre-marketed as the capacity of the facility
can be largely/completely utilised by the targeted
beneficiaries themselves.
Detailed Project Report has been prepared.

Private sector engagement

Mega leather park with Rs 5,850 cr. investment to come
up in UP's Kanpur, to create 50,000 jobs

Land area & Status of Land

According to the government, 235 acres of land has
already been acquired for the mega leather park project,
which was cleared by the Union Ministry of Commerce.

Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

The project is set to scale a new dimension in the
leather industry, carving out a range of employment and
investment opportunities. This project is set to lead the
leather industry of Uttar Pradesh to a global platform,
with international level infrastructure facilities.

Quick feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders (field
level) regarding project

UP MSME Department

Uttar Pradesh
Profile 2
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Upgradation of 4.5 MLD Common Effluent Treatment
Plant (CETP) for Tanneries with Soak Stream
Treatment, Common Chrome Recovery System,
Composite Stream Treatment, on ZLD Technology.

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Brownfield

Cluster under the project

x The Banthar Leather Technology Park in Unnao has
been developed by U.P. State Industrial
Development Corporation (UPSIDC) during 2000-04
with a Common Effluent Treatment Plant (CETP)
with a capacity of 4.5 MLD, to cater the 42 tannery
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units within the park. As on date, about 27 tanneries
have been established and operational and 15
tanneries are likely to be commissioned during the
coming years Sub-sector/industries.
x In view of the variation in the type of leather
processing, effluent discharge characteristics and
pollution load, mode of operation etc., compared to
the characteristics adopted for the initial CETP
design, inadequate cushion in the CETP system to
take care of variable pollution load, the Pre-treatment
Units (PTEPs) in individual tanneries and CETP
system could not meet the specified
norms/requirements of UPPCB/CPCB
Cluster Location

CETP Complex, UPSIDC Leather Technology
Park, Banthar, Unnao, Uttar Pradesh

State Line Department for the
proposed project

The concerned/nodal department from State (please
mention details of all departments, if more than one
department is involved)

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

SPV

Proposed Project Implementing
Agency (brief details)

SPV- Banthar Industrial Pollution Control Company
A Decision making Authority: SPV Board of Directors
Broad Overview
x Upgradation of 4.5 MLD Common Effluent Treatment
Plant
Need assessment:
x Existing system not able to achieve the required
standards and has been currently allowed to operate
only at 50% of the design capacity

Basic design contours of the
proposed project

x To promote cleaner production process such as
desalting of hides and skins, saline water
segregation, treatment of sulphide reduction process
x Develop a common chrome recovery system
x Segregation of saline soak stream, treatment,
recovery of reusable salt – ZLD with reusable salt
generation
x Up-gradation of CETP with combined stream,
sulphide oxidation cum aeration, physiochemical and
two stage biological treatment
x Tertiary treatment for achieving COD, BOD, TSS etc
to meet inland discharge norms except TDS
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When upgraded CETP will be completely operational,
the tanneries will operate at 100% capacity which will
increase production, turnover & employment of the
cluster.
The CETP will be one of a kind, with segregation of
different streams for optimum treatment. This will be the
first CETP on this scheme in the whole nation which will
put UP on nation forefront for environment sustainable
treatment of industrial wastewater and Ganga
rejuvenation.
(i)

Project innovation (If any)

Upgrade Cleaner Production in tanneries connected
with CETP in Banthar Leather Park,
(ii) Segregation and implementation of new Common
Chrome Recovery System (CCRS) to cater all the
chrome tanneries as per the directions of NGT and
to ensure better chrome management, reduction in
TDS in the effluent,
(iii) Segregation of saline soak stream for separate
treatment and recovery of good quality salt for
reuse and to reduce the TDS in the effluent in
accordance with the directions of CPCB,
(iv) Upgradation of CETP with composite stream up to
UF system as the first phase. It is proposed that the
composite stream shall be treated through a ZLD
system by incorporating RO & MEE system with
temporary storage facility for the mixed unusable
salt for a period of two years.
Innovation in finance leveraging (Max 100 Words)
National/International best practice proposed

Proposed/tentative project cost
(Major heads) and Means of
finance

#

Project components Banthar CETP
upgradation on ZLD
Technology

1.

Adoption of cleaner
production facilities
including centralized
desalting system for
effective desalting of
hides & skins by
Banthar tanneries

0.00

2.

Common solid waste
management – Mainly
fleshing and unusable

0.00

Cost estimates
(indicative)
(Rs. in crores)
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solids generated from
tanneries

3.

Saline soak stream
(i)
Collection of
segregated saline
soak stream using new
HDPE pipe line
including intermediate
pumping stations,
electro- magnetic flow
meters
(ii)
Two stage
biological treatment for
segregated saline
water stream including
civil works and special
aeration system
(iii)
TDS
management including
water recovery by
using Microfilters, UF,
RO, Water recovery
and Salt recovery

4.

5.

6.

Common Chrome
Recovery System
(CCRS) including
transportation through
special tankers with
GPS, civil works, etc.
complete
Upgradation of existing
physiochemical and
biological treatment
and tertiary treatment
units of CETP for the
effluent with reduced
TDS in two modules
including civil works
and special aeration
system. TDS
management including
water recovery by
using Microfilters, UF,
RO, Water recovery
and Salt collection.
Associated electrical
activities such as
additional power,

3.31

30.09

12.26

47.78

1.42
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transformer,
generators etc

x

7.

Safe salt storage
industrial type building
for a capacity of up to
15000 tons

2.04

8.

Pipeline for supply of
recovered treated
water back to
tanneries

1.12

9.

Miscellaneous ( Trial
Run, Technical and
Admin Charges,
Statutory Payments

10.90

Overall project cost
towards adoption of
ZLD

108.92

Means of Finance
Govt of India/NMCG: INR 81.7 Cr (75%)
ODOP Cell: INR 9.75 Cr (8.95%)
SPV: INR 17.47 Cr (16.05%)

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

30 months

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

Project getting funded by NMCG, GoI

Project sustainability (brief writeup) including key industries in
the proposed sector (Max 100
words)

x Revenue model, if any
x Facilitator agency envisaged, if any.
x Other details

Private sector engagement (Max 100 words)

Not Required

Land area & Status of Land

Required Land is already in possession of SPV

Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

The infrastructure will have social benefits as it will
effectively treat the effluent generated from the
tanneries, which will serious impact on Ganga pollution.
After upgradation, the tanneries can operate at 100%
capacity, which will result in increase in production,
employment and turnover.

Quick feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders (field
level) regarding project

The same may be mentioned based on the interaction
with concerned Industry Association/stakeholders (field
level)
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Uttar Pradesh
Profile 3
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Upgradation Of Unnao Cetp With Cleaner Production
Process, Saline Stream Treatment, Common Chrome
Recovery System, Tds Reduction & Management

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Brownfield
x The industrial area in Unnao has been developed by
U.P. State Industrial Development Corporation
(UPSIDC) during 1993-95 with a Common Effluent
Treatment Plant (CETP) of 2.15 MLD capacity for the
establishment of 20 member tanneries and allied units
x Leather and Leather Products

Cluster under the project

x In view of the variation in the type of leather processing,
effluent discharge characteristics and pollution load,
mode of operation etc., compared to the characteristics
adopted for the initial CETP design, inadequate cushion
in the CETP system to take care of variable pollution
load, the Pre-treatment Units (PTEPs) in individual
tanneries and CETP system could not meet the
specified norms/requirements of UPPCB/CPCB

Cluster Location

A-7, Site-II UPSIDC Industrial Area Unnao (U.P), India

State Line Department for the
proposed project

The concerned/nodal department from State (please
mention details of all departments, if more than one
department is involved)

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

SPV

Proposed Project
Implementing Agency (brief
details)

SPV- Unnao Tanneries Pollution Control Company
Decision making Authority: SPV Board of Directors
Broad Overview
x Upgradation of 2.15 MLD Common Effluent Treatment
Plant

Basic design contours of the
proposed project

Need assessment:
x Existing system not able to achieve the required
standards and has been currently allowed to operate
only at 50% of the design capacity
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x To promote cleaner production process such as
desalting of hides and skins, saline water segregation,
treatment of sulphide reduction process
x Develop a common chrome recovery system
x Segregation of saline soak stream, treatment, recovery
of reusable salt – ZLD with reusable salt generation
x Up-gradation of CETP with combined stream, sulphide
oxidation cum aeration, physiochemical and two stage
biological treatment
x Tertiary treatment for achieving COD, BOD, TSS etc to
meet inland discharge norms except TDS
When upgraded CETP will be completely operational, the
tanneries will operate at 100% capacity which will increase
production, turnover & employment of the cluster.
The CETP will be one of a kind, with segregation of
different streams for optimum treatment. This will be the
first CETP on this scheme in the whole nation which will put
UP on nation forefront for environment sustainable
treatment of industrial wastewater and Ganga rejuvenation.
x Upgrade Cleaner Production in tanneries connected with
CETP in Banthar Leather Park,
x Segregation and implementation of new Common
Chrome Recovery System (CCRS) to cater all the
chrome tanneries as per the directions of NGT and to
ensure better chrome management, reduction in TDS in
the effluent,
x Segregation of saline soak stream for separate
treatment and recovery of good quality salt for reuse and
to reduce the TDS in the effluent in accordance with the
directions of CPCB,
Project innovation (If any)

x Upgradation of CETP with composite stream up to UF
system as the first phase. It is proposed that the
composite stream shall be treated through a ZLD
system by incorporating RO & MEE system with
temporary storage facility for the mixed unusable salt for
a period of two years.

Innovation in finance leveraging (Max 100 Words)
National/International best practice proposed
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Sl.No
5.1
5.2

5.3

5.4
Proposed/tentative project
cost (Major heads) and Means
of finance
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11
5.12
5.13

Description
Common Chrome
Recovery System
Segregation and
Collection of Saline
Soak Stream
Two stage biological
treatment for
segregated stream
along with TDS
management including
water recovery by
using microfilters, UF,
RO, Water Recovery
and saline water
management - Soak
ZLD
Upgradation of
existing
physiochemical,
biological and tertiary
treatment units of
CETP for the effluent
with reduced TDS Composite ZLD (+
Overhead Tank Cost)
Adoption of cleaner
production facilities
Solid waste
management
Electrical
Pipeline for Supply of
treated water back to
tanneries
Safe Salt Storage
industrial type building
Additional Land for
Development
Trail run for 6 months
including spares &
Laboratory Cost
Technical &
Administrative charges
(4%)
Statutory payments
and third party
Inspection (1%)
GRAND TOTAL

Total Amount (Rs.)
9,08,87,673
3,70,22,919

21,22,22,905

29,92,57,811

1,23,22,960
1,10,43,578
1,35,80,214
0
3,05,00,000
2,70,53,522
33,81,690
73,72,73,273
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x NMCG approved Project Cost of INR 63.25 Crores.
x Means of Finance
x Govt of India/NMCG: INR 47.44 Cr (75%)
x ODOP Cell: INR 9.75 Cr (15.4%)
x SPV: INR 6.06 Cr (9.6%)
x Budget allocation of State Govt and gap in funding may
be indicated clearly.
Proposed project duration
(implementation)

30 months

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

Project getting funded by NMCG, GoI

Project sustainability (brief
write-up) including key
industries in the proposed
sector (Max 100 words)

x Revenue model, if any
x Facilitator agency envisaged, if any.
x Other details

Private sector engagement (Max 100 words)

Not Required

Land area & Status of Land

Required Land is already in possession of SPV

Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

The infrastructure will have social benefits as it will
effectively treat the effluent generated from the tanneries
which will have serious impact on Ganga pollution. After
upgradation the tanneries can operate at 100% capacity,
which will result in increase in production, employment and
turnover.

Quick feedback/validation
from concerned Industry
The same may be mentioned based on the interaction with
Association/stakeholders (field concerned Industry Association/stakeholders (field level)
level) regarding project

7.7.

Uttarakhand

Profile 1
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Electronics Manufacturing Cluster (EMC), Kashipur

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

“Electronics Manufacturing Cluster” development
project in existing Integrated Industrial Estate, Kashipur,
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note
Udham Singh Nagar, Uttarakhand. (Brownfield cluster
and Greenfield project)

Cluster under the project

There are more than 100 units operational in the cluster.
The cluster consists of manufacturing units for
Automobile Electronics, Consumer Electronic Goods,
Medical Device Electronics, Defence Electronics such as
power drive controls, landing gear and defensive aids
systems (DAS) engine systems and controls, flight
control, navigation, cabin lighting, avionics,
communication Military communication systems, Radar
and sonars, Network centric systems, Electronic warfare
systems, Satellite based communication systems,
Navigational systems, Under water electronic systems
etc, Telecommunication Electronics. Unmanned Aviation
Electronics, Voltage Converters, Controlling Units,
Electric Motors, Powertrain Components.

Cluster & Project Location

Cluster Location- Pant Nagar, Sitarganj, Bazpur,
Rudrapur, District - Udham Singh Nagar
Project Location-Integrated Industrial Estate, Kashipur,
Udham Singh Nagar, Uttarakhand.

State Line Department for the
proposed project

Industrial Development Department (Uttarakhand
Government)

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

State Industrial Infrastructure and Development
Corporation of Uttarakhand (SIIDCUL) is running under
Companies Act, 2013 is State implementing agency.

Proposed Project Implementing
Agency (brief details)

State Industrial Infrastructure and Development
Corporation of Uttarakhand (SIIDCUL) will be the Project
Implementing Agency (SIA) for Electronics
Manufacturing Cluster (EMC), Kashipur.

Basic contours of the proposed
project

Companies can take the benefit of being part of the
cluster in the use of the common facilities like
manufacturing & support services, welfare services and
essential services hereby reducing their overall
development. This also increases their supply chain,
decrease time-to-market and lower logistic cost.
Common facilities also provide assured, quality and
value for money infrastructure services to hassle free
operating environment with single point interface. This
will result in synergies amongst the companies within
EMC.

Project innovation (If any)

In the proposed EMC, there would be “Ready Built
Factory Sheds (RBF)/Plug & Play Facility” - A dedicated
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note
area of 8.83 Acres is earmarked within the EMC for
building Ready Built Factory Sheds. For the phase 1,
two RBF sheds of size 2000 m² each, are proposed to
be developed in the dedicated RBF area.

Proposed/tentative project cost
(Major heads) and means of
finance (Highlighting the
requirement for funding support)
{SCDF required to support term
loan component in the project.}

Based on the detailed estimates for the various facilities
proposed in the EMC Kashipur, the cost of the
components is estimated at about Rs. 117.28 Crores.
The proposed means of financing for the project cost is
as below:
x GoI Grant Rs. 58.64 Crores.
x Term Loan Required Rs. 58.64 Crores.

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

The project implementation plan would comprise of land
allocation to units, approval of projects, detailed survey
and studies of design and estimates, approval
clearances, construction activity within the park,
provision of external infrastructure by GoUK such as
water supply, boring, power supply till tap off point etc.
The Project is expected to be completed within 27
months from the date of release of first instalment of
grant by Government of India.

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

For SIIDCUL: GoI Grant under EMC 2.0 Scheme of
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology Rs.
58.64 Crores.
For manufacturing units in the proposed cluster:
Uttarakhand state provides variety of incentives for all
categories of investments e.g. MSME, Mega, Ultra Mega
and Super Ultra Mega Investments. Depending on the
range of investment, investor can avail Interest subsidy
from MSME Policy 2015 as amended in 2019 or Mega
Industrial and Investment policy 2015 as amended in
2020. The state Government Policies/Scheme are
generally valid for a period of 5 Years/Till the new policy
is announced. The said policies/schemes may also be
extended further as decided time to time by the state
government/entities.

Project sustainability

Electronic goods produced/manufactured resulting in
reduced electronic imports by 10% within five years,
25% within ten years and 50% within 15 years in the
state, from commercial operations of EMC.
Improvement of export revenue from ESDM sector by
25% within five years and 50% within ten years of EMC
operationalization.
While the investment will be recouped from the
electronic units, the periodical expenditure towards
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note
operation and maintenance of the cluster along with
common facilities shall be paid by the units on a user fee
model (support facilities) and/or on area basis, as may
be deemed fit.

Private sector engagement

The development of the entire cluster is envisaged
around the basic principles for having synergy between
industries, environment, and community. EMC focusses
on development of industries, designing and services.
SIIDCUL is in discussion with various electronic industry
associations for investment commitments in the
proposed cluster.

Land area & Status of Land

Land comprising of 127.01 Acre area has already been
transferred by State Government of Uttarakhand to
SIIDCUL for Electronic Manufacturing Cluster in IIE
Kashipur, Udham Singh Nagar, Uttarakhand.
The land currently is in possession of SIIDCUL and is
contiguous and without any hindrances.

Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

In the proposed cluster, adoption of integrated cluster
development approach would be there to foster MSME
ecosystem in electronics sector to increase
manufacturing competitiveness through technology
upgradation, design services, new tools, and state-of-art
infrastructure facilities.

Quick feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders (field
level) regarding project

SIIDCUL is in continuous touch with Industry
Associations for participation in proposed EMC at
Kashipur.
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Uttarakhand
Profile 2
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Medical Device Park, Haridwar

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Development of Industrial parks, as a separate “Medical
Device Park” in existing Integrated Industrial Estate (IIE),
Haridwar

Cluster under the project

The proposed Medical Devices Park will mainly consist
of manufacturing units for medical devices. Dehradun
and Haridwar have emerged as leading pharma hubs in
the country with 200+ pharmaceutical establishments.
There are approx. 800 medical device manufacturers in
India. Medical device market is recognised as sunrise
sector under “Make in India”. The pharmaceuticals
industry of Uttarakhand caters to about 20% of India’s
requirement. Turnover of the Haridwar, Roorkee and
Dehradun cluster is approx. Rs. 3248 crores and there
are approx. 100 units in the cluster. With a nation-wide
emphasis on strengthening healthcare systems, the
pharmaceutical sector (Bulk Drugs, APIs, PPEs, Medical
Devices etc.) is expected to grow significantly.

Cluster & Project Location

Cluster Location- Haridwar, Roorkee and Dehradun
Project Location-Integrated Industrial Estate (IIE),
Haridwar Google Map Coordinates of Medical Device
Park, Haridwar: 29.963064, 78.081234

State Line Department for the
proposed project

Industrial Development Department (Uttarakhand
Government)

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

State Industrial Infrastructure and Development
Corporation of Uttarakhand (SIIDCUL) is running under
Companies Act, 2013 is the State Implementing Agency.

Proposed Project Implementing
Agency

State Industrial Infrastructure and Development
Corporation of Uttarakhand (SIIDCUL) will be the project
Implementing Agency (SIA) for Medical Device Park,
Haridwar.

Basic contours of the proposed
project

Medical device manufacturing units are currently facing
issues in terms of lack of tool room, testing and design
facilities, trained manpower, infrastructure related gaps
like damaged road, frequent power cuts, sewerage
system, high transportation cost etc. This in fact is
obstructing the growth of these units in terms of
expanding their operations and compete globally. The
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note
setting up of the medical device park at Haridwar will
provide these units the state – of – the art infrastructure
and support facilities to new and existing units under one
roof, which will be the turning point to emergence of
enhanced manufacturing capacities to match the
domestic demand as well improve the country’s exports
in medical devices.
The Park will consist of the following common facilities
which have been planned in the Park:
1.

Biomaterial Testing Facility

2.

3D Design & Prototyping Facility

3.

Component Testing Centre/ESDM/PCB/Sensors
facility Radiation Testing Facility

4.

Animal House Facility

5.

Packaging Facility

6.

Electro-magnetic interference & Electro Magnetic
Compatibility Centre

7.

Biomaterial/Biocompatibility/Accelerated
Aging testing centre

8.

Medical grade moulding/milling/injection
moulding/machining/tooling centre

9.

Sterilization/ETO/Gamma Centre

10.

Animal Lab and Toxicity testing centre

11.

Radiation Testing Centre

12.

Radiology Tube/Flat Panel Detectors/MRI
Magnets/Piezo electrical crystals/power
electronics facility

13.

Solid waste management/ETP/STP/Electronic
Waste management unit Warehouse Facility

14.

Common Warehouse & Logistics (Clearing and
Forwarding, Insurance, Transportation, Customs,
Weighbridges, etc.) centre

15.

Emergency Response Centre/Safety/Hazardous
Operations audit centre

16.

Centre of Excellence/Technology Incubator/ITI
Training Centre
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Details/Guidance note

Project innovation (If any)

There are 45 AICTE approved Pharmacy
institutes/Colleges in the state of Uttarakhand. There are
45 AICTE approved Pharmacy institutes/Colleges in the
state of Uttarakhand. Medical Device Park, Haridwar will
have support for technology transfer from some of the
well- known institutes of the state such as MSME
Technology Centre Sitarganj, Central Institute of Plastics
Engineering &Technology (CIPET) etc. The State
Government shall provide sufficient financial and other
support for a Centre of Excellence in the park as a
Research and Development facility to be operated by an
institution or by a society. The distance (in km) of the
proposed Park from the NH, Air cargo & ICD is as
follows:
Nearest National Highway (NH 334: ~8 Kms)
Nearest Air Cargo/Airport (Jolly Grant Airport, Dehradun:
~ 48 Kms)
Nearest Sea Port/In-land waterway/Dry Port (Proposed
ICD at BHEL, Haridwar: ~10 Kms)

Proposed/tentative project cost
(Major heads) and means of
finance (Highlighting the
requirement for funding support)

Proposed Park will be developed with an estimated
capital investment of Rs. 300 Crores out of which State
Government
Share is expected to be approximately Rs. 100 Crores
which will be funded through term loan by scheduled
Banks/Financial Institutions.
The proposed means of financing for the project cost is
as below:

{SCDF to be leveraged to meet
the term loan requirements of
the project.}

x GoI Grant Rs. 100 Crores.
x PPP Mode Units Participation Rs. 100 Crores.
x Term Loan Required Rs. 100 Crores.

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

The project implementation plan would comprise of land
allocation to units, approval of projects, detailed survey
and studies of design and estimates, approval
clearances, construction activity within the park,
provision of external infrastructure by GoUK such as
water supply, boring, power supply till tap off point etc. It
may take approx. 3 years’ time.

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

For SIIDCUL: Proposed Park will be developed with an
estimated capital investment of Rs. 300 Crores out of
which Central Government Share (Grant in Aid) is
expected to be approximately Rs. 100 Crores as per the
scheme “Promotion of Medical Device Parks”
For medical device manufacturing units in the
proposed park: Uttarakhand state provides variety of
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note
incentives for all categories of investments e.g., MSME,
Mega, Ultra Mega and Super Ultra Mega Investments.
Depending on the range of investment, investor can
avail Interest subsidy from MSME Policy 2015 as
amended in 2019 or Mega Industrial and Investment
policy 2015 as amended in 2020. The state Government
Policies/Scheme are generally valid for a period of 5
Years/Till the new policy is announced. The said
policies/schemes may also be extended further as
decided time to time by the state government/entities.

Project sustainability

The units would become high-end products
manufacturing units in long term through precision
manufacturing, R & D facilities and becoming globally
competitive, targeting both domestic and export markets
in medical devices. The project is pre- marketed as the
capacity of the facility can be largely/completely utilised
by the SPV members themselves.

Private sector engagement

Private sector engagement in PPP Mode (Private Entity
& SIA) would be of approx. Rs. 100 Crores

Land area & Status of Land

SIIDCUL is the sole owner of the land for the Medical
Device Park Haridwar (The land was
transferred/surrendered by BHEL to SIIDCUL as per the
letter No.18(6)2002 PE-XI dated 03rd August 2004 of
Department of Heavy Industries, Ministry of Heavy
Industry and Public Enterprises)
Total Land Area: 101.30 Acres, Area available for
allotment to medical device manufacturing units: 50.85
Acres

Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

In the proposed park, adoption of integrated cluster
development approach would be deployed to foster the
MSME ecosystem in pharma, medical and allied sectors
to increase manufacturing competitiveness through
technology upgradation

Quick feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders (field
level) regarding project

SIIDCUL is in continuous touch with Industry
Associations and a study book on “Study of Medical
Devices Sector in Uttarakhand” has already been
published by SIDBI and Industry Associations on 23rd
November 2020
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Uttarakhand
Profile 3
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Sitarganj Plastic Park, Uttarakhand.

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Development of Industrial parks, as a separate “Plastic
Park” in existing Integrated Industrial Estate, Sitarganj,
Udham Singh Nagar, Uttarakhand. (Brownfield cluster
and Greenfield project)

Cluster under the project

The proposed Plastic Park will mainly consist of
manufacturing units for plastic products such as woven
sacks, plastic pipes, injection moulded components,
films, pouches, packaging products and other consumer
plastic products and supporting infrastructure for
producing various components and inputs that go into
the manufacture of plastic products, Plastic Products
Evaluation Centre (PPEC) with testing facilities,
processing hall/shop floor, tool room, design and product
development facility with simulation and evaluation
support, training and skills up-gradation facility, raw
material stores, warehouses, logistics support facilities
etc.

Cluster & Project Location

Cluster Location- Sitarganj, Rudrapur, Bazpur
Project Location- Integrated Industrial Estate, Sitarganj,
Udham Singh Nagar, Uttarakhand.

State Line Department for the
proposed project

Industrial Development Department (Uttarakhand
Government)

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

SPV setup by the State Government – SIIDCUL
SIIDCUL will hold minimum 26% equity of the SPV, and
the remaining shall be held by the anchor clients
(Institution is run under Companies Act, 2013)

Proposed Project Implementing
Agency

The SPV supported by State Industrial Infrastructure and
Development Corporation of Uttarakhand (SIIDCUL) and
Govt. of Uttarakhand would be the implementing agency
for the project.

Basic contours of the proposed
project

SPV’s primary objective is to develop, operate and
maintain the infrastructure assets and accordingly
revenues to the SPV shall flow by way of recovery of
Infrastructure charges and Variable Utility Charges
Plastic Park would encourage/target the following type of
units:
(a) Injection Molding Units.
(b) Blow/Roto Molding Units.
(c) Extrusion Molding Units;
(d) Accessories Units.
The Park will consist of the following common facilities
which have been planned in the park:
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note
x Park administration, security, and service providers’
offices
x Conference, convention, display and trade facilitation
services
x Plastic Products’ Evaluation Centre (testing & training
facilities)
x Banking services, Crèche and first-aid centre
x Canteen with kitchen and dining facilities
x Light commercial facilities
x Warehouse building
x Flatted factory building for small scale industries

Project innovation (If any)

With major refineries in Northern India expanding their
raw plastic producing capacity, the plastic processing
units in states like Rajasthan, Punjab, Haryana,
Uttarakhand, Jammu & Kashmir, and Himachal Pradesh
are expected to grow based on increased availability of
feedstock and higher focus on manufacturing sectors.
Bulk of the consumption in Northern India is from end
use industries of Auto Components, packaging
(including bulk packaging), plasticulture applications,
electronic applications etc. Uttarakhand being the
automobile hub in north India with the presence of large
companies like TATA, Ashok Leyland, Mahindra, Bajaj
etc. it is expected that plastic industry will grow in the
region.

Proposed/tentative project cost
(Major heads) and means of
finance (Highlighting the
requirement for funding support)

Based on the detailed estimates for the various facilities
proposed in the park, the cost of the components eligible
under the “Scheme for Setting up of Plastic Parks” is
estimated at about Rs. 85.20 Cr.
The proposed means of financing for the project cost
eligible under SPV is as below:
x GoI Grant Rs. 40.00 cr.

{SCDF to be leveraged to meet
term loan requirement under the
project.}

x Equity Contribution Rs. 12.82 cr.
x Term Loan Required Rs. 32.38 cr.

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

The Project is expected to be completed within 24
months from the date of release of first instalment of
grant by Government of India. .

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

For SIIDCUL: GoI Grant under Scheme for setting up
Plastic Parks not exceeding Rs 4000 lakh.
For manufacturing units in the proposed park:
Uttarakhand state provides variety of incentives for all
categories of investments e.g., MSME, Mega, Ultra
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Mega and Super Ultra Mega Investments. Depending on
the range of investment, investor can avail Interest
subsidy from MSME Policy 2015 as amended in 2019 or
Mega Industrial and Investment policy 2015 as amended
in 2020. The state Government Policies/Scheme are
generally valid for a period of 5 Years/Till the new policy
is announced. The said policies/schemes may also be
extended further as decided time to time by the state
government/entities.

Project sustainability

Private sector engagement

The proposed location for the Plastic Park is a hub for
automobile parts, automobile vehicles, packaging
material, electrical items, paper and paper products,
food products-based industries etc. All large-scale
industries established here have more than 200 hundred
vendors. Approximately, 4500 industrial units are
working in U.S Nagar, Sitarganj out of which 4000 units
are the manufacturing units.
The SPV is being incorporated as Public Limited
Company of the State Government and Government of
Uttarakhand. SIIDCUL (State Industrial and
Infrastructure Development Corporation of Uttarakhand
Limited) shall hold equity of the SPV (envisaged to be
minimum of 26%) and the remaining shall be held by the
anchor clients and industry members in proportion to the
respective area allotted to them. The board of Directors
of the SPV shall tentatively comprise of the following
members:
x MD-SIIDCUL
x Representative from Government of Uttarakhand
x Representative from DCPC
x Industry Representative
x CEO of the SPV.
All the participating entrepreneurs are those who are
currently engaged in the business of plastic and related
products manufacturing entrepreneurs belonging to the
industry have demonstrated interest in participating in
the project.

Land area & Status of Land

SIIDCUL owns the proposed land of 40 acres and shall
transfer the physical possession of the same to the SPV
through a lease deed along with Sub – leasing and
mortgaging rights, mutation documents etc.
The land currently is in possession of SIIDCUL which in
turn will be allotted to the SPV. The land is contiguous
and without any hindrances. The master plan for the
proposed Plastic Park has earmarked a total area of
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Details/Guidance note
31.3 acres for creation of 45 Industrial plots of various
sizes.

Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

The setting up of the plastic park at U.S. Nagar,
Sitarganj will provide these units the state – of – the art
infrastructure and support facilities to new and existing
units under one roof, which will be the turning point to
emergence of enhanced manufacturing capacities to
match the domestic demand as well improve the
country’s exports.

Quick feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders (field
level) regarding project

Several Industries cum units were consulted by SIIDCUL
for understanding their need and requirements and
integrating the same in the proposed plastic park.

7.8.

Haryana

Profile 1
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Ayurveda Cluster Karnal

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Brownfield cluster and greenfield project
There are 150 operational units located in the cluster.
Extraction Plant
x Earlier the cluster was mainly involved in the production of
generic medicine.
x Setting up a common herbal extraction plant in CFC mode to
provide standardized raw materials enabling better end
product quality

Cluster under the project

x Lack of proper Infrastructure, hygienic manufacturing.
x Lack of knowledge related to production, lack of proper
training to the manpower.
x Unskilled manpower.
x Lack of financial literacy and front market linkages.
x Lack of knowledge regarding present cluster development
schemes MSECDP/SFURTI etc.

Cluster & Project
Location

Cluster location- Dist. Karnal, Haryana
Project Location – HIIDC Industrial Area, Karnal

State Line Department
for the proposed project

Directorate of MSME (Haryana)
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Institutional structure for
the project
implementation

SPV - Ayurvedic cluster

Proposed Project
Implementing Agency

MEANS Council (MSME Dept.)
Broad overview
x Investment for the advanced technical machineries for the
mass preparation of formulas are beyond the reach of micro
units.
x Absence of NABL certified testing and calibration facilities in
the cluster.
x Self-owned brand sales are comparatively low
x Lack of knowledge & capacities on strong brand building
techniques

Basic contours of the
proposed project

x Absence of targeted & rationalized marketing plan
x These types of micro and small units cannot handle large
volume sales and are thus limited to very basic and linear
markets.
x With the establishment of CFC with the above facilities the
micro units could undertake any type of herbal extraction and
mass medical formula preparations, Bulk purchase of
RM/PM
x The Bulk buying and Mass preparation of formulas would
enable to compete with the national/internal units/markets.
x The ETP as part of the CFC would adhere to the norms of
pollution control board and protect environment

Project innovation

x

All the Micro units will be able to undertake high value
medical preparations.

x

Hygiene and Quality improvement.

x

Timely delivery to potential buyers with higher competitive
rates and timely deliveries.

Proposed/tentative
project cost (Major
heads) and means of
finance

Particulars

{SCDF to be leveraged to
meet GoH contribution.}

(2.) Grant-in-aid
from Govt. of India

(1.) SPV contribution

%

Amount (Rs. in lakh)

9.99%

149

73.04%

1089
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(3.) Grant-in-aid
from Govt. of
Haryana
Total

16.97%

253

100.00%

1491

Proposed project
24 months
duration (implementation)
Convergence with
existing Central or State
government schemes

MSE-CDP
x The Project facilities will be managed on the basis of user
charges, which will meet the operating expenditures.

Project sustainability
including key industries
in the proposed sector.

x The SPV is strong as evaluated by bank/SIDBI.

Private sector
engagement

x

Land area & Status of
Land

x The project is pre marketed as the capacity of the facility can
be largely/completely utilised by the SPV members
themselves.
SPV comprises of micro & small private sector enterprises.

44000 Sq. ft., Acquired

x Potential to sell under their own brand names to domestic
as well as EU and US market.
Enhancing
competitiveness of
MSMEs

x Capacity building of entrepreneurs on export promotion &
documentation.
x Encourage buyer-supplier contacts through fairs, meets,
web portal etc.
x Develop common platform for marketing

Quick
feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders
(field level) regarding
project

Project details and status has been confirmed by MEANS
Council and state govt.
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Profile 2
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

International Horticulture Market (IHM)

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Greenfield

x Fruits and Vegetables are highly perishable and have a
shorter shelf life.
Cluster under the project

x The cluster faces lack of grading, storage facilities,
cooling, and cold storage facilities, refrigerated vans.
x Unskilled manpower.
x Lack of primary and secondary processing units.

Cluster & Project Location

Gangaur - Sonipat- Haryana.

State Line Department for the
proposed project

Haryana State Agricultural Marketing Board

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

SPV - International Horticulture Market.

Proposed Project
Implementing Agency

Haryana Horticulture Marketing Board
x loading and unloading facility along with primary &
secondary processing facility for the players at IHM.
x land and infrastructural development.

Basic contours of the
proposed project

x Capacity Building & training on various latest
technologies.
x Exhibition hall and soft skill development centre.
x Centre for excellence to train farmers.
x Quality Standardization of horticulture produce.
x Hub and spoke model
x Expected to bring in INR 850 Cr Business/yearly

Project innovation

x Warehousing, Transportation, and international
logistics.
x Market Linkages
x Capable of Handling 2MMT capacity of F&V.
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Proposed/tentative project
cost (Major heads) and means
of finance
{SCDF to be leveraged to
meet GoH contribution in the
project.}

Details/Guidance note
%

Amount
(Rs. in lakh)

(1.) Grant-in-aid
from Govt. of
Haryana

33.33%

80000

(2.) loan from
NABARD

66.67%

160000

Project Cost

100.00%

2,40,000

Particulars

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

24 months

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

None

Project sustainability including
key industries in the proposed
sector.

This 231.3 Ha IHM will cater transactions and sale of at
least 2 MMT of Fruit & vegetable, Expected Turnover per
year is INR 450 Crores from the local and INR 400 Crores
from the International market. It would be developed in a
phase-by-phase manner for 10 years. Centre of excellence
Gharaunda to train the farmers. Vison is to increase
productivity, quality, shelf life for exports.

Private sector engagement

x Beneficiaries comprises of micro & small private sector
enterprise as well as FPO’s.

Land area & Status of Land

550 Acres, acquired by HIHMC
x Reduction in the transport cost.
x

Enhancement of product quality.

x Precooling facilities and cold storage available at a
nominal cost within the periphery.
Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

x Proposed to set up primary and secondary
processing facilities.
x Also proposed to have incubation unit, testing labs
and HRI.
x

Quick feedback/validation
Project details and status has been confirmed by SPV &
from concerned Industry
state govt.
Association/stakeholders (field
level) regarding project
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Haryana
Profile 3
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

General Industries Park, IMT Sohna

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Greenfield
x Unskilled manpower.

Cluster under the project

x Development of land for plug and play facilities (as per
need)

Cluster & Project Location

Sohna – Gurugram

State Line Department for the
proposed project

HSIIDC

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

HSSIDC

Proposed Project
Implementing Agency

HSSIDC
x HSIIDC is exploring the possibility of partnering with the
world's best in the field of development of state-of-theart industrial infrastructure.

Basic contours of the
proposed project

x The proposed IMT will span around to the north of Kundli
Manesar Palwal Expressway in Mewat region.
x It is located at the intersection of NH2-48A and KMP
Expressway about 36 km south of the Sohna Chowk,
Gurugram.

Project innovation
Proposed/tentative project
cost (Major heads) and
Means of finance
{SCDF to be leveraged to find
the project cost.}

x The Haryana government has drafted a new
land lease policy.

Particulars
(1) Contribution
from HSIIDC
Project Cost

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

%

Amount
(INR. in Crores)

100%

200

100.00%

200

36 months
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Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

None

Project sustainability
including key industries in the
proposed sector.

x Common infra like roads, ETP shall be developed by
HSIIDC and this developed land will be sold to the
interested general MSME buyers operating across the
fields of general engineering, Food processing and other
industries.

Private sector engagement

More than 150 MSMEs to be benefitted

Land area & Status of Land

500 Acres, acquired
x Reduction in the transport cost.

x Enhancement of infra facilities.
Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs
x Better quality products and new market exploration.
x testing labs and general infrastructure.
Quick feedback/validation
from concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders
(field level) regarding project

Project details and status has been confirmed by HSIIDC.

Haryana
Profile 4
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

General Industries Park, IMT Kharkhoda

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Greenfield
x Unskilled manpower.

Cluster under the project

x Development of land for plug and play facilities (as per
need)

Cluster & Project Location

Kharkhoda

State Line Department for the
proposed project

HSIIDC

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

HSSIDC
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Proposed Project
Implementing Agency

HSSIDC
x HSIIDC is exploring the possibility of partnering with the
world's best in the field of development of state-of-theart industrial infrastructure.

Basic contours of the
proposed project

x The proposed IMT will span around to the north of Kundli
Manesar Palwal Expressway in Mewat region.
x It is located at the intersection of NH2-48A and KMP
Expressway about 36 km south of the Sohna Chowk,
Gurugram.

Project innovation

Proposed/tentative project
cost (Major heads) and
Means of finance
{SCDF to be leveraged to find
the total project cost.}

x The Haryana government has drafted a new land lease
policy.
Amount
(INR. in Crores)

100%

200

100.00%

200

(1) Contribution
from HSIIDC
Project Cost

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

36 months

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

None

Project sustainability
including key industries in the
proposed sector.

%

Particulars

x Common construction of roads, provision of water
supply, sewage, drainage and electrical infrastructure
shall be developed by HSIIDC and this developed land
will be sold to the interested general MSME buyers
operating across the fields of general engineering, Food
processing and other industries.
x This is followed by provision of secondary level of
facilities such as the STP/CETP, development of
plantation/green belts, commercial and institutional sites,
common parking facilities, etc.

Private sector engagement

More than 150 -200 MSMEs to be benefitted

Land area & Status of Land

600 Acres, acquired
x Reduction in transport cost.

Enhancing competitiveness of x Enhancement of infra facilities.
MSMEs
x Better quality products and new market exploration.
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x Testing labs and general infrastructure.
x R&D Centres, Skill Development Centres, Conferencing
& Entertainment, Exhibition & Display facilities, Cargo
Logistic Centres/Custom-bounded Warehousing etc.
Quick feedback/validation
from concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders
(field level) regarding project

Project details and status has been confirmed by HSIIDC.

Haryana
Profile 5
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Electronic Manufacturing cluster, IMT Sohna

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Greenfield
x Unskilled manpower.

Cluster under the project

x To develop world-class infrastructure along with
common facilities and amenities through Electronics
Manufacturing Clusters (EMCs).

Cluster & Project Location

Sohna – Gurugram

State Line Department for the
proposed project

HSIIDC

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

HSSIDC

Proposed Project
Implementing Agency

HSSIDC
x The proposed electronic cluster will have two large
anchor units with major investments and will be spread
over 100 acres each.
x Ample opportunities of big-ticket investments

Basic contours of the
proposed project

x Two major companies from Japan and China, which are
likely to set up plants here.
x GoH to help companies manufacture semiconductor
chips & electronics components at the proposed EMC.
x Close proximity with Gurugram, Noida, Ghaziabad and
Faridabad.
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x The Haryana government has drafted a new land lease
policy.
Project innovation

Proposed/tentative project
cost (Major heads) and
Means of finance
{SCDF to be leveraged to
support GoH contribution.}

x The total outlay of the propose EMC 2.0 Scheme is Rs
3,762.25 crore

%

Amount
(INR. in Crores)

(1.) Grant-in-aid
from Govt. of India

50%

300

(2) Contribution
from HSIIDC

50%

300

100.00%

600

Particulars

Project Cost
Proposed project duration
(implementation)

36 months

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

None

Project sustainability
including key industries in the
proposed sector.

x Haryana government has sent proposals to set up an
electronics manufacturing cluster (EMC) at the industrial
township located in Sohna.
x GoH to provide Financial assistance of up to 50 per cent
of the project cost subject to a ceiling of Rs 70 crore per
100 acres of land for setting up of Electronics
Manufacturing Cluster projects.

Private sector engagement

More than 200 MSMEs to be benefitted

Land area & Status of Land

500 Acres, acquired
x Reduction in the transport cost.

x Enhancement of product quality.
Enhancing competitiveness of
x Cheaper manufacturing of semiconductors and other
MSMEs
electronic devices.
x Also proposed to have testing labs.
Quick feedback/validation
from concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders
(field level) regarding project

Project details and status has been confirmed by HSIIDC.
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7.9.

New Delhi

Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Common Facility Centre for Badli Auto Engineering
Cluster

Type of project (Green field/Brown
Brownfield cluster and Greenfield project
Field)

Cluster under the project

There are around 275 units operational in Badli
Engineering Cluster. 175 units are micro, 90 are small
and 10 units are medium. Total employment is 5000.
Cluster turnover is nearly 800 Cr. The cluster does not
cater to exports market. The engineering items and
auto spare parts manufacturing units in Badli need
technical upgradation, standardization of quality of the
products to enhance production and become
competitive in the market. The units deal in general
engineering items and auto spare parts.

Cluster Location & Project
Location

Cluster location- Badli, Bawana, District- North West
Delhi
Project Location- Badli Industrial area, New Delhi

State Line Department for the
proposed project

Industries Department/Delhi State Industrial
Infrastructure Development Corporation (DSIIDC)

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

State Government/DSIIDC would be state
implementing agency. DSIIDC is a Govt. undertaking
organization.

Proposed Project Implementing
Agency (brief details)

Badli Engineering Cluster, Sec-8 company is project
implementing agency.
Establishment of common facility centre having
following component
1 An Advanced Engineering R & D cum Design
Centre.
2 A Specialized Moulds, Tools, Dies, Jigs, & Fixture’s
manufacturing facility

Basic contours of the proposed
project

3 A Production/Processing Centre with specialized
machines
4 A QC cum material & products testing lab
5 A Training & Skill Development Centre
6 A product display cum Information cum Selling cum
Convention Centre
7

A Common raw material bank & Sales/Logistic
Centre
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Project innovation (If any)

Solar Panel will be installed to generate 80KW power
for internal use.

Proposed/tentative project cost
(Major heads) and means of
finance
{SCDF to be leveraged to GoND
contribution.}
Proposed project duration
(implementation)

x Total project Cost- 20 cr.
x State Contribution- 20 per cent i.e. 4 cr.
x GoI Contribution- 70 per cent
x SPV Contribution- 10 per cent
18 months after sanctioning of the project.

Convergence with existing Central
MSE-CDP, M/o MSME, GoI
or State government schemes
Project sustainability (brief writeup) including key industries in the
proposed sector

Facilities will be used on service charge basis. Mould
making facility and processing facility will run 3 shifts.
Remaining facilities will be operational for single shift.
60% facilities will be used by the SPV members and
non-members will use 40% facilities.

Private sector engagement

The SPV will build partnership with private players i.e.,
automobile manufacturers as direct suppliers.

Land area & Status of Land

State Government provided the land 2500 sq mt

Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

The existing cluster units are dependent on
vendors/suppliers of die, mould and other accessories
which is time taking and involve advance payment.
Finishing Quality of the die, mould are not so good.
Wastage is another concern. By using the facilities of
the CFC these issues will be addressed and
competitiveness will be increased.

Quick feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders (field
level) regarding project

DSIIDC
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7.10. Karnataka
Profile 1
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Spices Manufacturing Cluster, Gadag Dist.

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Brownfield cluster and Green field Project

Cluster under the project

There are nearly 100 micro units operational. The units
are facing issues related to limited production capacity,
non-standardized quality of products, weak market
connect.

Cluster Location

Gadag District Karnataka

State Line Department for the
proposed project

Department of Industries and Commerce, Govt. of
Karnataka

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

State implementing agency is Karnataka Council for
Technology Upgradation (KCTU), Government of
Karnataka

Proposed Project Implementing
Agency

The SPV supported by KCTU, will implement the project.
Broad Overview

Basic design contours of the
proposed project

x Investment for advanced Spices Processing Machine
(Grinders, Mixers are beyond the reach of micro
units.
x Raw Material Bank
x Quality analysis and testing lab

Project innovation (If any)
Total Cost
(Rs. in Lakh)

Particulars
Total Project Cost

1497.77

Proposed/tentative project cost
(Major heads) and means of
finance

Particulars

%

Amount
(Rs. in lakh)

{SCDF to be leveraged to meet
GoK contribution.}

(1.) SPV
contribution

10

149.77

(2.) Grant-inaid from Govt.
of India

80

1198.21
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note
(3.) Grant-inaid from Govt.
of Karnataka
Total

10

149.77

100.00%

1497.77

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

20 months

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

MSE-CDP, Ministry of MSME, Government of India

Project sustainability

The Project facilities will be managed on the basis of
user charges, which will meet the operating
expenditures. The project is pre-marketed as the
capacity of the facility can be largely/completely utilised
by the SPV members themselves.

Private sector engagement

SPV comprises of micro units belonging to private sector
spice manufacturers.

Land area & Status of Land

Land acquired
x Product Standardisation
x Quality improvement
x Upscaling of Business

Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

x Reduction in Cost of Manufacturing
x Better price realisation
x Increase in Demand of Products
x Branding & packaging
x Economical upgradation of the units

Quick feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders (field
level) regarding project

Department of Industries, Govt. of Karnataka
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Karnataka
Profile 2
Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note

Name of the Project

Jaggery Processing Cluster, Raibag,Belagavi Dist

Type of project (Green
field/Brown Field)

Brownfield cluster and Green field Project

Cluster under the project

There are nearly 100 micro units operational. The units
are facing issues related to limited production capacity,
non-standardized quality of products, weak market
connect.

Cluster Location

Raibag, Belagavi Dist, Karnataka

State Line Department for the
proposed project

Department of Industries and Commerce, Govt. of
Karnataka

Institutional structure for the
project implementation

State implementing agency is Karnataka Council for
Technology Upgradation (KCTU), Government of
Karnataka

Proposed Project
Implementing Agency

The SPV supported by KCTU, will implement the project.
Broad Overview

Basic design contours of the
proposed project

x Investment for advanced Jaggery Processing Machine
(boiler, Purification, Packing, testing etc. are beyond
the reach of micro & Small units.
x They would be able to manufacture value added
products such as Jaggery Powders, flavoured Jaggery
etc.

Project innovation (If any)
Total Cost
(Rs. in Lakh)

Particulars
Proposed/tentative project cost
(Major heads) and means of
finance
{SCDF to be leveraged to beat
GoK contributions.}

Total Project Cost

1054.94

Particulars

%

Amount
(Rs. in lakh)

(1.) SPV
contribution

10

105.45

(2.) Grant-in-aid
from Govt. of India

80

843.94
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Information/Particulars

Details/Guidance note
(3.) Grant-in-aid
from Govt. of
Karnataka
Total

10

105.45

100.00%

1054.94

Proposed project duration
(implementation)

20 months

Convergence with existing
Central or State government
schemes

MSE-CDP

Project sustainability

The Project facilities will be managed on the basis of user
charges, which will meet the operating expenditures. The
project is pre-marketed as the capacity of the facility can
be largely/completely utilised by the SPV members
themselves.

Private sector engagement

SPV comprises of micro units belonging to private sector
jaggary manufacturers.

Land area & Status of Land

Land acquired
x Product Standardisation
x Quality improvement
x Upscaling of Business

Enhancing competitiveness of
MSMEs

x Reduction in Cost of Manufacturing
x Better price realisation
x Increase in Demand of Products
x Branding & packaging
x Economical upgradation of the units

Quick feedback/validation from
concerned Industry
Association/stakeholders (field
level) regarding project

Department of Industries, Govt. of Karnataka
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CHAPTER 8 - Application
form

Chapter 8
Application form
Rapid study and findings on SCDF options in 10 PMU States 100

8.1. The application template for state governments applying under
SCDF as under
Financial assistance sought
(Amt. in Rs. Cr)
Repayment Period Sough For (in months)
moratorium to be indicated separately
[ to be signed and furnished by delegated authority in or authorized by STATE FINANCE
DEPARTMENT]
Sr No.

Information/Particulars

Details

1

Name of the Project

2

Type of project (Green field/Brown
Field)

3

Eligible sector and category (as per
appendix)

4

Brief on general scenario of industrial
growth/cluster development in the state

5

Cluster Location & Project Location
[State/District/Taluka (specific address
to mention)]

6

Nodal State Department for the
proposed project

7

Institutional structure for the project
implementation (State
Government/State
Department/PPP/SIDC/SPV/any other
along with management details)
[ supporting introduction letter to be
furnished from State Finance
department]

8

Name
Designation
Coordinates of Nodal officer/department
Department
of STATE DEPARTMENT for connect
Email
with SIDBI
Mobile number
Land line number (direct)

9

Name
Coordinates of Nodal officer/department Designation
of Project Implementing Agency (PIA)
Department
for connect with SIDBI
Email
Mobile number

Cluster location(s)Project Location (s)-

Basis for identification of Project
Implementation Agency, eg. State
identified nodal agency for cluster
development
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Land line number (direct)

10

Details of similar projects implemented
by PIA to be supported with project
completion certificates

11

Basic design contours of the proposed
project [Goals and Objectives, Key
activities & components proposed,
Output/Outcome envisaged)]

As per annexure 1

12

Detailed Project report.
Cluster and its products, future
prospects of products, Competition
scenario, Backward and forward
linkages
Basic data of cluster (Number of units,
type of units [Micro/Small/Medium],
employment [direct/indirect], turnover,
exports, etc):
Including estimates of civil expenditure,
machinery etc envisaged
Quantitative and qualitative target
indicators

As per the approved DPR [To be
annexed with this application]
Mandatory information required as per
annexure 2

13

Proposed project cost (Major heads),
Means of finance and SCDF drawl
pattern

As per annexure 3

14

Existing funding arrangements for the
project (including State/Centre
government support and cluster
stakeholders contribution
[relevant supporting documents to be
attached]

15

Proposed project duration
(implementation)
Time required for project execution may As per annexure 4
be mentioned here (original time
envisaged/delayed/shifted/revised time,
if any, may be mentioned separately)

16

Clearances applicable for the proposed
project & their current status
Ministry of Environment & Forests
Ministry of Railways
Administrative Approval
Technical Sanction
Land Acquisition – Area/Extent, status
and timeframe

Supporting copies to be enclosed
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17

Minimum Eligibility for SCDF

As per annexure 5

18

Declaration: [Nodal Department]
All information furnished by us in this Application/Business plan & Project
report/Appendix/Annexure/Statements and other papers/documents enclosed are
true and correct to the best of our knowledge and belief;
We have satisfied ourselves that application submitted by us for project(s) are not
funded from any other bank/FI/NBFC/Institution, etc except as indicated in the
application;
We agree to furnish all other information that may be required by SIDBI in
connection with our application for financial assistance.
(Authorized Signatory, signature/seal)
Date
Place
Recommendation from STATE FINANCE DEPARTMENT

19

__We are applying for financial support of Rs…………towards project (s) falling in
……………clusters for which DPRs are being submitted
We understand the broad terms and conditions of SCDF scheme and are satisfied
with this proposal submitted by ……………..( nodal department) and project
implementing agency.
(Authorized Signatory, signature/seal)
Date
Place

8.2. Goals and Objectives, Key activities & components proposed,
Output/Outcome envisaged
[To be suitably revised based on nature of project]
(only relevant sections to be
filled in)

Before Intervention

After Intervention (proposed)

Particulars

Qty/Outcome

Qty/Outcome

Units
Employment (Direct/Indirect)
Market (local, regional,
national, global)
Avg. Turnover (Rs. Cr.)
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Export
Quality
Profit
Optional
Testing
Energy Effeciency
Environment and Social
Managmt

8.3. Mandatory Information in DPR
A. Technically Feasibility
x Name of the cluster products (including by products) & (their ) use:
x Manufacturing process, (in brief) [ existing/proposed] (Indicate technical process, whether
it is a continuous process, whether this has been tried in the country, stage-wise capacity
data, yield/conversion data, material, flow, etc.). Any R & D/innovation involved.
x Whether cluster product/service has IPR value :
x Capacity (No. of Cluster units/Quantify in Kg./Volume in Litres)

Capacity for
each product

Licensed
Licensed
Installed Installed
Operating Operating
(Proposed
(existing)
(existing) (Proposed) (existing) (proposed)
)

x In case of any collaboration/JV, please furnish a brief write-up on the period of
collaboration/JV agreement, the name of the collaborator company/JV partner, indicating
the activities, size, turnover, particulars of the existing plants, and other projects in India
and abroad set up with same collaboration/JV :
Please enclose
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 Copy of the published brochure highlighting the activities of the collaborator/JV partner
and balance sheet for the latest year
 Copy of the collaboration/JV agreement
 fees/royalties payable and the manner in which payable.
 copy of the government approval, if required, for the services of foreign technicians, if
any.
x If there is no collaboration/JV agreement, please furnish full details of arrangement
proposed to be made for obtaining technical advice and services needed for the
implementation of the project.
x Particulars of the Consultants;
 Name and address of the consultants
 Fees payable and the manner in which payable
 Scope of work assigned to them
 Brief particulars of consultants including organisational set-up, bio data of senior
personnel, names of directors/partners, particulars of work done in the past and work
on hand. Please enclose a copy of the agreement with the consultant and in case of
foreign consultant (s), approval of the Government.
x Locational advantages of existing/proposed premises with reference to
 absence of civic restrictions :
 proximity to the source of raw materials :
 market for the product :
 availability of





power :
water :
labour :
transport :

 whether backward area and benefits available :
B. Economic Feasibility/Marketing Aspects
x Marketing* - Industry Scenario (Demand supply, Growth rates, Regulatory issues etc)
x Consumer profile of the industry - Whether the product is reserved exclusively for the SSI
sector? If so, please furnish Item Code No.
x Profile of the Major Customers
x Region/Area where the product is/will be sold :
x Extent of competition & major players engaged in similar line in the area
x How does the cluster units/meet propose to meet the competition (comment on the
competitive advantages enjoyed by the cluster units) :
x In price and quality, how does the cluster units's product compare with those of its
competitors?
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x Existing marketing, selling, distribution arrangements: If a selling/distribution agency has
been appointed, its name, period of contract, commission payable, period by which the
bills will be paid by it etc. (enclose copies of agreement, wherever applicable).
x Details of existing/new customers (with major names) proposed to be serviced through the
new venture may also be provided, alongwith terms of supply :
x Scalability potential of business operations in next 3-5 years :
x Whether the business model allows for creation of value by way of intellectual property,
patents, copy right, brands, etc. :
x Nature and volume of orders/enquiries on hand (xerox copies to be furnished) :
x If the cluster units is export oriented, please furnish exporter code no., if allotted, and
relevant details as per the following details for the preceding three years.
Name of the product
exported

Name of the Country
where exported

F.O.B. value in US

*please enclose a Market Survey Report

C. Infrastructure Feasibility/Marketing Aspects
Particulars of Proposed Project/Venture Outlay
(applicable heads may be filled in with full details)
(a) Land (Strike off whichever is not applicable)
(a.1) Owned Land:

Address/Location (as per
document)

Type of Land (viz.,
agricultural, industrial,
commercial, etc.)

Area of
Land
(sq. ft.)

Purchase Price
(Rs. lakh)

(a.2) Leasehold Land:
Address/Location
(as per document)

Type of Land (viz.,
agricultural, industrial,
commercial, etc.)

Area of
Land
(sq.ft.)

Name of lessor and
relationship with
promoters, if any
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Note: 1. Sale deed/Lease Deed/Rent deed of the land to be enclosed.
(b) Civil Works (Strike off whichever is not applicable)
(b.1) Owned/Bought Out Buildin
S.
No

Description of
civil works

1

Factory
Shed/Building

2

Administrative
Building/office

3

Godown

4

Labour quarters

5

Security cabin

6

Others (P. specify)

Type of
Total Floor
construction area in sq.ft.

Special
features of
the bldg.

Remarks

(b.2) Leased Building
S.
No

Descript
ion of
bldg./pr
emises

Type of
constru
ction

Total
Floor
area in
sq.ft.

Lease
deposit
(All
inclusiv
e)

Lease
Rental
per
annum
(Rs.
lakh)

Special
features
of the
bldg.

Relation
ship of
lessor
with
promote
rs, if
any

(b.3) Building/Premises Proposed to be Constructed
S.
No

Descri
ption
of civil
works

Type
of
constr
uction

Total
Floor
area in
sq.ft

Rate of
constr
uction
per
sq.ft.
(Rs.)

Total
Cost of
constr
uction

Constr
uction
Stage

Specia
l
feature
s of
the
bldg.

Basis
for
estima
tion

To be
started,
Under
Constr
uction,
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Comple
ted

(c) Service Providers (Strike off whichever is not applicable)
(c.1) Architects/Contractor/Interior decorators
S.
No
.

Name &
Address

1

Architect

2

Contractor

Scope of
Work
assigned

Cost of
the work
assigned

Terms of
Fee payment
(amt.,
duration
etc.)

Background
and past
experience of
the service
provider

Basis
for
selecti
on

(d) Plant & Machinery/Technical Knowhow/Equipment *:
(d.1) Indigenous
Sl.
No

Name of
machinery/Tech
nology
(Model/specific
ation)

Name of
the
Manufactu
rer/Suppli
er

New (N),
Second hand
(SH),
Fabricated
(F), Self
fabricated
(SF)

Total Cost
(Rs. lakh)
Basic
cost

Taxes/
Duties
etc.

Basis of
selection
of supplier

1
Please furnish competitive quotations for above machineries
(d.2) Imported
Sl.
No

Name of
machinery/Tec
hnology
(Model/specific
ation)

Name of
the
Manufact
urer/Supp
lier

New (N),
Second hand
(SH),
Fabricated
(F), Self
fabricated
(SF)

Total Cost
(Forex &
Rs. lakh)
Basic
cost

Taxe
s/Du
ties
etc

Paym
ent
Terms
(LC/D
A/DP)

Basis
of
selecti
on of
supplie
r

1
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(e) Miscellaneous Fixed Assets* :
Sl.
No

Name of
machinery/Tec
hnology
(Model/specific
ation)

Name of
the
Manufactu
rer/Suppli
er

New (N),
Second hand
(SH),
Fabricated
(F), Self
fabricated
(SF)

Total Cost
(Rs. lakh)
Basic
cost

Taxes/
Duties
etc.

Basis of
selection
of supplier

1
*Note:
x Kindly attach latest competitive quotations on the letter head/email id of the supplier
bearing the contact details.
x The total cost should tally with the cost of the Plant & Machinery mentioned in the
Application/Business Plan.
x If used machinery is being considered, Prior permission from SIDBI would be required if
second hand/used machinery is being contemplated.
x In case of imported machinery, kindly indicate mode of payment, price of the machinery in
foreign currency, whether procured directly or through local agent and the local service
capability of the supplier.
x In case of single source machinery supplier (no competitive quoataions) pl give adequate
justification.
x Details of machinery to be taken on lease/hire-purchase to be mentioned specifically with
terms of the same.
x Arrangement made for erection and commissioning of the plant

(f). Intangible expenses @:
Sl.
No

Particular
s

1

Lease/Ren
tal
Deposits

2

Fees
payable to
experts/te
chnical
know how

3

Marketing
& Selling
Expenses

Period

Expense
Amt. (Rs.
lakh)

Basis of
estimatio
n

Whom to
be paid

Purpose
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4

Others (Pl.
specify)

@ Note: Detailed Notes and justification to be mentioned.
(g). Preliminary & pre-operative expenses:
Sl.
No

Particulars

1

Preliminary
expenses (Pl.
specify)

2

Pre-operative
expenses

A)

Establishment
Expenses

B)

Interest on loans
to be capitalised

C)

Upfront fee,
Insurance, etc.

Period

Expense
Amt. (Rs.
lakh)

Basis of
estimatio
n

To be
paid to

Purpose

Utilities, Effluent & Quality Control
1. Power
Sr No

Particulars
Sources of Power and
Supply Voltage

Remarks
Taken from
Electricity
Board
Own
Generation
Stand by
arrangements

MaxiMa maximum demand
Contracted Load
Connected Load
Energy consumption per year
Power Tariff
Cost of Power per annum at
maximum capacity utilisation
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Note:
Please enclose:
x Certified Xerox copy of sanction for power
x Certified Xerox copy of agreement with electricity board
x Certified Xerox copy of electrical lay out of the plant
2. Water, Air & Fuel
Sr No

Particulars

Remarks

Requirements and suitability of
water
Describe water treatment
arrangements
Sources for supply of water,
arrangement proposed and water
charges payable
Steam
Requirement of steam
Capacity of boiler
Arrangements proposed for steam
Compressed Air
Requirement of compressed air
Arrangements proposed for
compressed air
Fuel:
Requirement of fuel
Arrangements proposed for supply
Arrangement proposed for carrying
raw material

3. Effluent
Please furnish full details of the nature of atmosphere, soil, and water pollution likely to be
created by the project and the measures proposed for control of pollution. Indicate whether
necessary permission for the disposal of effluent has been obtained from the concerned
authority; if yes, a copy of the certificate should be furnished.
4. Quality control
x Details of arrangement made for quality control. If BIS/FPO/ISO specifications are
followed, no. of BIS/FPO/ISO standards and the particulars thereof should be provided.
x Particulars of quality assurance system/ERP system/R & D activity proposed:
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8.4. Cost of project, Means of Finance and CDF loan expected drawal
A. Estimated Project Cost (Rs lakh)
Particular ( only applicable
to be filled in)

Already Incurred

To Be
Incurred

Total

Land Including Development
Building & other Civil Works
Plant & Machinery - Imported
(Not
for service sector projects )
Plant & Machinery Indigenous
(Not for service sector
projects)
Provisions for Contingencies
(for
building, P&M and MFAs to
equipment)
Equipment (only for service
sector
units)
Preliminary & Pre-operative
Expenses

B. Estimated Means of Finance ( Rs Lakh)
Particular ( only applicable
to be filled in)

Already
Incurred

To Be Incurred

Total

Project Implementing Agency
contribution
Stakeholders Contribution
State Contribution
Grant In Aid
SCDF term Loan
Others
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C. SCDF Drawal Pattern
Particular

Year 1

Activity sub
head -1

STATE contribution

Activity sub
head -1

STATE contribution

Activity sub
head -1

STATE contribution

Year 2

Year 3

Loan under CDF
Loan under CDF
Loan under CDF

….
….
….
Total (project
cost)

8.5. Proposed project duration (implementation)
(project specific additions/deletions to be made)
Activities

Tentatitive Implementation Schedule ( no.
of months after Government approval)

Land Development
Civil Infra development
Utility arranagement
Machinery order placement
Arrival of machinery
Erection of machinery
Comissioning
Commercial usage
Social infrastructure development
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8.6. Minimum Eligibility under CDF
Criterion

In absoulute terms

Eligiblity ( YES/NO)

Loan Applied as %age of
project cost
x Industrial and Agri-allied
sectors in MSME space
(95%)
x Social Sectors( 85%)
x Connectivity
(Roads/Bridges) (80%)
* to be 90% for North
East/Hilly States
IRR
Benefir Cost Ratio
Economic Rate of Return
(ERR)
Cost of Project
State Contribution
Loan under SCDF

8.7. Check List for preparation of Detailed Project Report to be
submitted for loans under SCDF
A. Industrial and Agri-allied projects in the MSME eco-space
x i. Name of project :
x ii. Districts covered :
x iii. Project Outlay (Rs. Crore) :
Sr. No.

Item

1

General

i

Whether the project is prioritized
by the State Govt.?

ii

Whether the project submitted
through the Nodal Dept.?

iii

Whether the project included in
the State Plan?

Remarks

Furnished
(Yes/No)
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2

Clearances from (wherever
applicable)

i

Ministry of Environment & Forests

ii

Ministry of Railways

iii

Administrative Approval

iv

Technical Sanction

v

Land Acquisition – Extent, status
and timeframe

3

General

i

Objectives of the Project

ii

Salient features of Project Area

4

Industrial – economic Survey
Demographic and social
characteristics
Industrial Units –
Existing/Proposed

Land classification
based on soil
survey;
Topographical
features, drainage;
Soil characteristics
etc.

Population, land
size, land use,
Existing and
proposed units
Extension services
and supply of inputs,
marketing, credit
arrangement, etc.

Credit/Credit plus
5

Technical Aspects

i

Location and suitability of the
project area for the proposed
investment

ii

All relevant details on technical
aspects of proposed investment,
backward and forward linkages
inc. marketing, cost of
development/unit etc. should be
furnished

6

Financial Aspects

i

Schedule of rates adopted
(Whether updated to current
costs) If not, whether cost

Year

ii
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proposed will be sufficient to
create the assets
iii

Cost Estimate
x Item-wise cost of project
x Item-wise expenditure incurred
x Item-wise cost of balance
works
x Item-wise SCDF loan
x Item-wise State Govt.
contribution

Total physical
quantity, already
completed and
balance to be
completed for each
item of development
should be detailed
with unit cost and
analysis.

x Year-wise phasing of SCDF
loan and State and Govt.
contribution
x Bar/PERT/CPM chart for
project execution
x Specific justifications for high
cost of development
7

Benefits and justification
Overall impact of the project need
to be assessed and detailed

8

Operation and Maintenance
Arrangements for maintenance of
the project after execution till
realization of returns

9

Infrastructure Facilities
x Organizational structure of the
Implementing Dept.
x Capacity and preparedness of
the Implementing Dept and
status of implementation of
earlier sanctioned projects
x Quality control infrastructure
and mechanism
x Availability of labour
x Budget provision
 For contribution to State
Share
 For subsequent O&M


For repayment of loans –
Principal and interest
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10

Project Risks
x Land acquisition
x Forest clearance
x Railway/road crossings
x Construction hazards
x Any other risk

11

Convergence with any other
programme of GOI
Details to be furnished about the
mechanism of implementation

B. Connectivity to MSME Clusters (within and connecting to MSME Clusters) Road/Bridge projects
x Name of project :
x Districts covered :
x Project Outlay (Rs. Crore) :
Sr. No.

Item

1

General

i

Whether the project is
prioritized by the State Govt.?

ii

Whether the project submitted
through the Nodal Dept.?

iii

Whether the project included in
the State Plan?

2

Clearances from (wherever
applicable)

i

Ministry of Environment &
Forests

ii

Ministry of Railways

iii

Administrative Approval

iv

Technical Sanction

v

Land Acquisition – Extent,
status and timeframe

3

Technical Aspects

i

General

Remarks

Furnished
(Yes/No)
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a

Whether Master Plan prepared
by State Govt. and proposed
projects are as per Master
Plan?

b

Whether proposed projects are
new or strengthening of
existing roads?

c

Whether proposed projects
have been designed as per
IRC standards? Reasons for
deviation, if any should be spelt
out.

d

Type of road projects –Village
roads, Other District Roads,
Major Rural Roads

e

Whether fair weather
connectivity is proposed,
reasons for same to be
elucidated?

ii

Road Projects

a

Details of roadway, carriage
way, pavement thickness
(formation, sub-base, base
courses, blacktopping),
culverts and small bridges in
existing and proposed
conditions.
Extent of Cement Concrete
sections, wherever provided to
be detailed.

b

Justifications for
widening/strengthening should
be supported by relevant data
along with year of construction

iii

Bridge Projects
Hydraulic data, geo-technical
details of foundations, design
details and drawings be
furnished Bridge projects with
detailed investigations should
only be posed

4

Financial Aspects

I

Schedule of rates adopted
(Whether updated to current
costs) If not, whether cost

Year
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ii

proposed will be sufficient to
create the assets

iii

Cost Estimate
x Item-wise cost of project
x Item-wise expenditure
incurred
x Item-wise cost of balance
works
x Item-wise SCDF loan

Total physical quantity,
already completed and
balance to be completed
for each item of
development should be
detailed with unit cost and
analysis.

x Item-wise State Govt.
contribution
x Year-wise phasing of SCDF
loan and State and Govt.
contribution
x Bar/PERT/CPM chart for
project execution
x Specific justifications for
high cost of development
5

Benefits and justification Overall impact of the project
need to be assessed and
detailed

Potential (road in km and
bridge in m span)
Reduction in distance (km)
Population benefitted
Access to
Marketing/tourist/pilgrimage
centres (numbers to be
furnished) PCU data with
likely savings in VOC etc.
Non-recurring and recurring
employment generation.
Income ‘Without’ and ‘With’
project and cash statement
to be furnished.

6

Operation and Maintenance
Arrangements for O/M of
projects after completion

7

Exclusively for road
maintenance

Infrastructure Facilities
x Organizational structure of
the Implementing Dept.
x Capacity and preparedness
of the Implementing Dept
and status of
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implementation of earlier
sanctioned projects
x Quality control infrastructure
and mechanism
x Availability of labour
x Budget provision
 For contribution to State
Share
 For subsequent O&M


8

For repayment of loans –
Principal and interest

Project Risks
x Land acquisition
x Rehabilitation and
resettlement
x Forest clearance
x Railway/road crossings
x Construction hazards
x Any other risk

9

Convergence with any other
programme

C. Social Sector projects in and around MSME Clusters
x i. Name of project :
x ii. Districts covered :
x iii. Project Outlay (Rs. Crore) :
Sr. No.

Item

1

General

i

Whether the project is prioritized
by the State Govt.?

ii

Whether the project submitted
through the Nodal Dept.?

iii

Whether the project included in
the State Plan?

Remarks

Furnished
(Yes/No)
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2

Clearances from (wherever
applicable)

i

Ministry of Environment & Forests

ii

Ministry of Railways

iii

Administrative Approval

iv

Technical Sanction

v

Land Acquisition – Extent, status
and timeframe

3

General

i

Whether present project is part of
GOI programme. If yes, furnish
details of support and conditions
of GOI

ii

Justifications of the project with
reference to National and State
Human Development Index

4

Technical Aspects

i

Whether projects are based on
detailed site specific plans or
based on replicable model.
Approved drawings/details to be
furnished Whether all components
have been included in the project.
If not, the arrangements for the
same by the State Govt. may be
specified

5

Financial Aspects

i

Schedule of rates adopted
(Whether updated to current
costs) If not, whether cost
proposed will be sufficient to
create the assets

ii
iii

Year

Cost Estimate
x Item-wise cost of project
x Item-wise expenditure incurred
x Item-wise cost of balance
works
x Item-wise SCDF loan
x Item-wise State Govt.
contribution

Total physical
quantity, already
completed and
balance to be
completed for each
item of development
should be detailed
with unit cost and
analysis.
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x Year-wise phasing of SCDF
loan and State and Govt.
contribution
x Bar/PERT/CPM chart for
project execution
x Specific justifications for high
cost of development
6

Benefits and justification
Overall impact of the project
needs to be assessed and
detailed

7

Execution, Operation and
Maintenance
Arrangements for execution of
projects (like Schools under SSA)
to be specified Role Community in
execution and O/M of projects
after completion.

8

Infrastructure Facilities
x Organizational structure of the
Implementing Dept.
x Capacity and preparedness of
the Implementing Dept and
status of implementation of
earlier sanctioned projects
x Quality control infrastructure
and mechanism
x Availability of labour
x Budget provision
 For contribution to State
Share
 For subsequent O&M


9

For repayment of loans –
Principal and interest

Project Risks
x Land acquisition
x Forest clearance
x Railway/road crossings
x Construction hazards
x Any other risk
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10

Convergence with any other
programme of GOI
Details to be furnished about the
mechanism of implementation

8.8. Checklists under SCDF
8.8.1. Industrial and Agri-allied sectors in the MSME eco-space
Project
Name:

Project
Outlay:

Project IA:

Project
Start
Date:

Project In
charge:

Project
End Date:

#

Particulars

1

General

Remarks

Submitted
(Yes/No)

Whether the project lies in an aspirational district
Whether the DPR submitted through the Nodal
Dept.
Whether the project is under thrust sector
2

Clearances from (wherever applicable)
Ministry of Environment & Forests
Ministry of Railways
Administrative Approval
Technical Sanction
Land Acquisition – Extent, status, and timeframe

3

Technical Aspects

i.

General

a.

Whether DPR prepared and submitted by State
Govt. and proposed project as per DPR
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b.

Whether proposed intervention in new or existing
clusters

c.

Objectives of the project

d.

Salient features of the project (catchment area etc.)

ii.

Project and location details

a.

Location and suitability of the cluster for the
proposed investment
Districts covered

b.

All relevant details on technical aspects of proposed
investment, backward and forward linkages,
marketing, cost of development/unit etc.

iii.

CFC related
Formation of SPV, role and functions defined
Land procured and registered in SPV’s name
Shareholding details of SPV
Project specific account opened

iv.

Feasibility Study
Demographic and social characteristics
Presence of Business support services (BDS
providers)
Location and suitability of the project area for the
proposed cluster/intervention (in existing cluster)
All relevant details on technical aspects of
proposed investment, backward and forward
linkages, marketing, cost of development etc.

4

Financial Aspects

i.

Whether schedule of rates adopted updated to
prevalent rates

ii.

Whether present project is part of GOI programme.
If yes, furnish details of support and conditions of
GOI

iii.

Cost Estimate

Year
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Item-wise cost of project
Item-wise expenditure (Separate entries for already
completed and balance in case of brownfield)
Item-wise State Govt. contribution
Year-wise phasing of SCDF loan (if permitted)
Bar/PERT/CPM chart for project execution
5

Impact and Justification
Overall impact of the project on cluster/MSME
development
Impact Assessment Strategy/Methodology adopted

6

Operation and Maintenance
Whether provisions for maintenance of the project
after execution till realization of returns (user
charges etc.)

7

IA and Monitoring
Capacity and preparedness of the Implementing
agency
Quality control and monitoring mechanism

8

Project Risks
Land acquisition
Rehabilitation and resettlement, Forest clearance
Railway/road crossings, Construction hazards
Any other risks associated with the projects
Convergence with any other GoI/GoTN
programme/scheme

9

8.8.2. Connectivity to MSME clusters (Roads/Bridges)
Project
Name:

Project
Outlay:

Project IA:

Project
Start
Date:

Project In
charge:

Project
End
Date:
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#

Particulars

1

General

Remarks

Submitted
(Yes/No)

Whether the project lies in an
aspirational district
Whether the DPR submitted through
the Nodal Dept.
Whether the project is under thrust
sector
2

Clearances from (wherever
applicable)
Ministry of Environment & Forests
Ministry of Railways
Administrative Approval
Technical Sanction
Land Acquisition – Extent, status, and
time- frame

3

Technical Aspects

i.

General

a.

Whether DPR prepared and submitted
by State
Govt. and proposed project as per DPR

b.

Whether proposed roads/bridges in new
or existing clusters

c.

Whether proposed projects have been
designed as per prevalent standards

ii.

Roads Projects

a.

Details of road, carriage way, pavement
thickness (formation, sub-base, base
courses, blacktopping), culverts and
small
bridges in existing and proposed
conditions

b.

Justifications for widening/strengthening
supported by relevant data along with
year of construction

iii.

Bridge Projects
Hydraulic data, geo-technical details of
foundations, design details and
drawings furnished

4

Financial Aspects
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i.

Whether schedule of rates adopted
updated to prevalent rates

ii.

Whether present project is part of GOI
programme.
If yes, furnish details of support and
conditions of GOI

iii.

Cost Estimate

Year

Item-wise cost of project
Item-wise expenditure (Separate entries
for already completed and balance in
case of brownfield)
Item-wise State Govt. contribution
Year-wise phasing of SCDF loan (if
permitted)
Bar/PERT/CPM chart for project
execution
5

Impact and Justification
Overall impact of the project on
cluster/MSME development
Impact Assessment
Strategy/Methodology adopted

6

Operation and Maintenance
Whether provisions for O/M of projects
after completion present

7

IA and Monitoring
Capacity and preparedness of the
Implementing agency
Quality control and monitoring
mechanism

8

Project Risks
Land acquisition
Rehabilitation and resettlement, Forest
clearance
Railway/road crossings, Construction
hazards
Any other risks associated with the
projects

9

Convergence with any other
GoI/GoTN programme/scheme
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8.8.3. Social sector projects in and around MSME clusters
Project
Name:

Project
Outlay:

Project
IA:

Project
Start
Date:

Project In
charge:

Project
End
Date:

#

Particulars

1

General

Remarks

Submitted
(Yes/No)

Whether the project lies in an aspirational
district
Whether the DPR submitted through the
Nodal Dept.
Whether the project is under thrust sector
2

Clearances from (wherever applicable)
Ministry of Environment & Forests
Ministry of Railways
Administrative Approval
Technical Sanction
Land Acquisition – Extent, status, and
time- frame

3

Technical Aspects
Whether DPR prepared and submitted by
State
Govt. and proposed project as per DPR
Whether proposed infrastructure in new
or existing clusters
Whether proposed project has been
designed as per prevalent standards

4

Financial Aspects

i.

Whether schedule of rates adopted
updated to prevalent rates

ii.

Whether present project is part of GOI
programme.
If yes, furnish details of support and
conditions of
GOI

iii.

Cost Estimate

Year
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Item-wise cost of project
Item-wise expenditure (Separate entries
for already completed and balance in case
of brownfield)
Item-wise State Govt. contribution
Year-wise phasing of SCDF loan (if
permitted)
Bar/PERT/CPM chart for project execution
Specific justifications for high cost of
development
5

Impact and Justification
Justification for social sector infrastructure
in terms of direct and indirect
beneficiaries/families/SDG/SHDI etc.
Overall impact of the project on
cluster/MSME development
Impact Assessment Strategy/Methodology
adopted

6

Operation and Maintenance
Whether community/beneficiary role
specified in operation/maintenance (user
charges)
Whether provisions for O/M of projects
after completion present

7

IA and Monitoring
Capacity and preparedness of the
Implementing agency
Quality control and monitoring mechanism

8

Project Risks
Land acquisition
Rehabilitation and resettlement, Forest
clearance
Railway/road crossings, Construction
hazards
Any other risks associated with the projects

9

Convergence with any other GoI/GoTN
programme/scheme

For any query as regards SIDBI Cluster Development Fund, write to us on cdf@sidbi.in
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CHAPTER - 9
Stakeholders Consulted

Chapter 9
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Name

Designation

Contact No.

Email ID

Uttar Pradesh
1.

Mr. Prabhat
Ranjan Shukla

ACI ODOP Cell

9540325066

odopcell@gmail.com

2.

Mr. Sunil Kumar

JCI ODOP Cell

9415458772

odopcell@gmail.com

1

Mr. N.
Muruganandam

Industries
Department
Principal
Secretary

044-2567183

indsec@tn.gov.in

2

Mr. V Arun Roy

MSME Secretary 9500012084

Tamil Nadu

sindsec@tn.gov.in

Rajasthan
1

Mr. Y. N. Mathur

Add. Dir MSME

0141-2227727 Indrajfo3@rajasthan.gov.in

2

Mr. C. B. Nawal

Jt. Dir Cluster
Development

0141-2227727 Indrajfo11@rajashtan.gov.in

Maharashtra
1

Mr. S R Londhe

Jt. Dir
Directorate of
Industries

9822879113

dicluster@maharashtra.gov.in

2

Mr. B S Joshi

Jt. Dir
Directorate of
Industries

9422725934

dironashik@maharashtra.gov.i
n

Haryana
1

Mr. Rajesh Puri

Cluster
Development
9815600907
Head Directorate
of MSME

2

Mr. JD Kapoor

Additional
Director

8837760048

Mr. Aman Gupta

Special
Commissioner,
Industries
Department

011-23357631 eddsiidc@gmail.com

clusterharyana@gmail.com

jdkapoor@gmail.com

Delhi
1

Assam
himangadipdas@rediffmail.com
1

Mr. Himang Das

Addl. Director
Industries
Commerce

6900711523

Uttarakhand
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1

Dr. Karan Negi

Asst. Manager
SIIDCUL

9675284248

Karannegisiidcul1990@rediffm
ail.com

Assistant
Director
Department of
Industries &
Commerce

080 22386797 addl-dir9448248
ssi@karnatakaindustry.gov.in
addldirmsme@gmail.com

Karnataka

1

H M. Srinivasa

2

Jt. Director
Mr. Satyanarayan (Planning)
Bhat
Directorate of
MSME

3

Ms. Satyabhama
C. IAS

Managing
Director
KSSIDC

080 22386797
jdplan100@gmail.com/jd9448679233/7
plan@karnatakaindustry.gov.in
019074140
080 23303037
md.kssidc@karnataka.gov.in
8884415888
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